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1. Introduction

Radars need to detect targets often in difficult and even hostile environ-

ments. The targets are typically not cooperating and attempt to minimize

their chances of being detected and tracked by applying different counter-

measures. Such countermeasures, which typically include jamming and

minimization of the radar cross-section, are commonly directed against

monostatic radars that have the transmitter and the receiver in the same

location.

The radar countermeasures used by uncooperative and stealth targets

typically work at certain angles and frequency ranges. Thus, diversity

methods, including spatial, frequency, polarization and waveform diver-

sity, can be employed in detection of such targets. Radars using such di-

versity methods can be called MIMO radars. What is of particular interest

in this thesis is spatial diversity, which can be achieved by having multi-

ple transmitters, multiple receivers, or both, placed in different locations.

Such bistatic and multistatic systems have been designed and deployed

before, but can also be considered as MIMO radars. Radar systems with

spatial diversity can be generally called distributed radars.

While the distributed radars have advantages in detection of uncoopera-

tive and stealth targets, they also bring forth some problems and compli-

cations that need to be solved. Having the signal from multiple transmit-

ters, what is the best way to detect the targets? What kind of waveforms

should the transmitters use in different situations and how to optimize

and adjust the transmitted waveforms as well as other resources used

by the radar system? There are some answers to these questions in the

literature, but the purpose of this thesis was to extend those results in

several areas and make them more general.
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1.1 Objectives and Scope

There were several objectives for this thesis on the topic of distributed

radars. The first objective was to investigate how to optimally detect tar-

gets with a distributed radar system. While some results existed already

in the literature, the detection problem had mostly been considered in

ideal conditions. The goal was thus to develop optimal and approximate

sub-optimal detectors for nonideal conditions in presence of colored noise

and with correlated scattering. Estimating the direction of arrival of the

received waveforms can be used in target positioning, so the performance

of the different radar configurations was compared in this task. Further-

more, different scattering models are considered based on the Swerling

scattering model.

An essential part of future radar systems is also optimizing the trans-

mitter side. Thus, the optimization of the waveforms in the distributed

radars was considered. It is important to have a set of waveforms that

are well-suited for a distributed radar with multiple transmitters in or-

der to correctly detect targets and estimate their parameters, so different

waveform optimization algorithms were investigated.

Furthermore, in distributed radar system deployed in a field-setting,

the power can be a limited resource, so optimizing the transmit power

usage in important. There were some prior studies on how to allocate

the transmit power in target parameter estimation, but optimal transmit

power allocation in target detection had not been looked into before.

Channel state information is crucial for agile and cognitive radar sys-

tems in which the transmitter can be optimized for the target and propa-

gation environment as well as radar task at hand. Improving the estima-

tion of the channel state information using transmit waveform encoding

and the use of this information were studied in target detection. Other

uses of the channel state information, such as target identification, were

not considered.

Lastly, optimizing the receiver filters to improve detection and estima-

tion using the waveforms as well as increasing resilience against interfe-

rence and jamming were considered. Most modern radars use digital sig-

nal processing and sample the received waveforms, so it was important

to study the impact that sampling has on the properties the of received

waveforms. Convergence analysis and detailed analysis of computational

complexity of the used algorithms were outside the scope of the thesis.
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1.2 Contributions

The main results of this thesis have been published in three journal pu-

blications and 13 conference articles. The results include contributions

in the areas of target detection, target parameter estimation, waveform

design and receiver filter optimization. The author of this thesis is re-

sponsible for the derivations, algorithm development and simulations in

all the publications of this thesis. The author has also been responsible for

writing the publications. The co-authors have provided help in planning

the research as well as writing and revising the publications.

The main contributions can be divided into four areas as described be-

low.

1. In target detection, an optimal Neyman-Pearson detector was derived

for the Swerling scattering model in Publication XIII. The probability

density function of the detector was also provided for the cases I and

II in white noise and with independent scattering. A suboptimal detec-

tor with a good performance along with its probability density function

were derived for the cases III and IV. A detector for a target with cor-

related scattering in colored noise was derived in Publication XV. As

the statistics of the scattering are not typically known, a parametric

model was provided for improving the detection performance in Publi-

cation XIV and Publication XII. Using the correlation model for target

detection and positioning was studied in Publication XI. Transmit po-

wer allocation for target detection with distributed radars was studied

in Publication IX. This article was done in cooperation with Hana Go-

drich and H. Vincent Poor of Princeton University.

2. In target parameter estimation, the performance of the different distri-

buted radar configurations in direction of arrival estimation were ana-

lyzed in Publication XVI and Publication XIII. A beamforming method

using the channel state information was proposed to improve the de-

tection of targets with slow fluctuations of the radar cross-section in

Publication X. A precoding scheme was introduced in Publication VII

for the transmit waveforms for improving the estimation of the chan-

nel state information. Using multiple pulse repetition frequencies was

proposed for improving target velocity estimation in Publication VIII.
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3. In transmit waveform optimization, a new optimization algorithm was

proposed for the transmit waveform code design. This algorithm can

find codes with good correlation properties as shown in Publication III.

The impact of sampling on the correlation properties of the waveforms

was established in Publication IV.

4. In receiver filter optimization, mismatched filter design for interference

mitigation was proposed in Publication VI for fast-time codes with neg-

ligible Doppler shift. The filter design was extended to codes with sig-

nificant Doppler shift in Publication V by formulating the design pro-

blem as a semidefinite optimization problem such that the auto- and

cross-correlation can be constrained for any Doppler frequency. The con-

nection between the signal to noise ratio (SNR) loss and the signal loss

due to the unknown Doppler frequency was established in Publication

I. Also a method for clutter suppression and an alternative formulation

with lower computational complexity for the mismatched filter optimi-

zation were provided. Optimization of the worst-case jamming signal

and jammer avoidance using the receiver filters was studied in Publica-

tion II.

1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis consists of six chapters. The theory, methods and the techni-

cal results developed in this thesis work are presented in the attached

Publications I–XVI. The first chapter is this introduction.

Chapter 2 describes the various configurations of the distributed radar

systems. As the MIMO radar can be either distributed, colocated, or their

hybrid, distinct descriptions of the configurations are provided.

Chapter 3 deals with target detection. The optimal detector is first de-

rived assuming that the second-order statistics of the scattering as well

as the noise and interference are known. The detection is then exten-

ded into cases in which the second-order statistics need to be estimated.

Parametric models are introduced for improving the estimation, and con-

sequently, the detection performance. This chapter also covers the estima-

tion of direction of arrival, channel state information, and target velocity.

The topics in Chapter 4 are transmit waveforms and code design. Vari-

ous algorithms are presented for optimizing the transmit waveform codes.
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Given that most radars use digital receivers, consideration is also given

to sampled waveforms.

Receiver Filter optimization is covered in Chapter 5. Convex formulati-

ons of the problem are given in this chapter for filters that have desired

correlation properties while minimizing the impact of noise and interfe-

rence.

Summary and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6. Additional proofs

are provided in the Appendices.
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2. Distributed Radar Systems

In distributed radar systems, multiple transmitters and receivers are si-

tuated at geographically separate locations. The rationale behind such ra-

dar systems is to increase the capability to detect stealth targets, improve

measurement accuracy and reliability as well as reduce susceptibility to

electronic attacks by introducing spatial diversity in to the system [1–3].

This is achieved due to multiple observations of the target from multiple

aspects as well as having the possibility to have many passive receivers

in different locations.

There are several slightly different modes of operation and several dif-

ferent terms that are used for describing the distributed radars. Unfor-

tunately, there are no clear definitions for the terms and the use of the

terminology is inconsistent in radar literature. In the following sections,

descriptions of the distributed radar types are given with the most appro-

priate terms.

2.1 Netted Radar

Netted radars consist of multiple radars with at least partially overlap-

ping surveillance areas [4]. There are multiple different definitions, but

the most logical one is that each radar operates independently and does

not use the waveforms transmitted by other radars in the system. The

radars themselves can be monostatic or bistatic. A diagram of a netted

radar system is shown in Fig.2.1. This type of distributed radar is also

called a multiradar [5].

Each radar relays the detection and estimation results to a fusion cen-

ter. There is a rich literature on distributed detection extending the basic

detection theory with the objective of optimal detection using distributed

sensors [6–10]. There are also methods for combining the target parame-
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TARGETS & ENVIRONMENT

FUSION CENTER

Figure 2.1. Netted radar consists of multiple radars operating independent of each other.
Data fusion is done after detection and estimation.

ter estimates from the radars [5,11].

2.2 Multistatic Radar

In multistatic radars, there are one or more transmitters and one or more

receivers in different locations so that the total number of the components

is at least three [12]. In [13], a term multi-bistatic is used, but this term

is not applicable to distributed radars in general, as some of the compo-

nent radars can be monostatic. The difference to the netted radar is that

the data fusion should take place before the detection and estimation so

that the system is working as a single radar, not as a network of mul-

tiple radars, although there are also suboptimal strategies to reduce the

communication bandwidth requirements in multistatic radars [1].

It is also possible that each receiver can receive all the transmitted wa-

veforms as shown if Fig.2.2. In [14], this system is called the cooperative

multisite radar.1 Such cooperative configurations increase the informa-

tion received from the target in the form target returns considerably and

are therefore more attractive compared to netted or noncooperative mul-

1In [14], multisite radar is considered to be a general term encompassing netted
and multistatic radars.
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TARGETS & ENVIRONMENT

FUSION CENTER

Figure 2.2. Multistatic radar in cooperative mode. Transmitters and receivers can be
spatially distributed to achieve rich scattering. Unlike in netted radar, data
fusion is carried out before detection and estimation.

tistatic radars. However, accurate synchronization between the transmit-

ters and receivers is necessary.

2.3 MIMO Radar

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar is a concept that emerged

after the turn of the century [15–17]. The idea in the MIMO radar is

to transmit multiple waveforms simultaneously to achieve gain in perfor-

mance through diversity. MIMO radars can be further divided into two

different concepts, which are the colocated MIMO radar and the distribu-

ted MIMO radar.

In the colocated MIMO radar, separation between the transmitters as

well as the receivers, respectively, is small (less or equal to the cohe-

rence distance of the channel), so that coherent transmission is possi-

ble [18]. This way, the waveform diversity can be exploited to improve

beamforming capability [19–22], parameter identifiability [23], and reso-

lution [15], for example, compared to the phased-array radar.

In distributed MIMO radar, the transmitters (or receivers) are placed

into separate locations so that spatial diversity is achieved. This concept

is also called MIMO radar with widely separated antennas [24] or sta-

tistical MIMO radar [25]. The distributed MIMO radar can be seen as a

multistatic radar with multiple transmitters. However, the difference be-
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tween multistatic radars and MIMO radars is claimed to be cooperative

transmission in the latter [24], including optimization for a particular tar-

get scenario and radar task. Furthermore, the diversity could achieved in

various means in MIMO radar, including waveforms, frequency, and pola-

rization, and not only spatially as in multistatic radar.2

Distributed MIMO radars can be classified based on what side of the

radar the diversity is achieved. Diagrams of the different configurations

are shown in Fig.2.3. A typical array radar system with no diversity in

Fig.2.3(a) is called a single-input single-output (SISO) configuration. If

the receivers are distributed but the transmitter is not as in Fig.2.3(b),

the system is called single-input multiple-output (SIMO) configuration.

Correspondingly, the configuration in Fig.2.3(c) with diversity only in the

transmitter is known as multiple-input single-output (MISO). A multiple-

input multiple-output configuration (MIMO) in Fig.2.3(d) has diversity at

both the transmitted and the receiver. The nomenclature is based on the

amount of diversity, not the number of transmitters or receivers.

Single-input systems typically employ beamforming with each trans-

mitter transmitting a phase-shifted copy of the same waveform, whereas

multiple-input systems attempt to use waveforms that have as low cor-

relation as possible in order to facilitate identification of the waveforms

at the receivers. Single-output systems can use beamforming at the re-

ceiver, while multiple-output systems generally cannot as the array ma-

nifold or the channel matrix are not known accurately enough. However,

it is possible to have hybrid systems with antenna arrays at the nodes

of the distributed MIMO radar. Such system would have the benefits of

beamforming capability as well as spatial diversity.

Also systems with colocated MIMO radars used in distributed radar sy-

stem in order to obtain the benefits of both types of systems have been

envisioned [26]. The problem in a such large-scale MIMO radar system

could be finding the required large number of waveforms with suitable

properties.

The idea of using spatial diversity to achieve rich scattering had existed

already before the concept of MIMO radar [2,27]. Using distributed arrays

has also been proposed in [28] and [3], for example. However, the distri-

buted MIMO radar can be seen to be different from the multistatic radar

by using also transmitter-side optimization. There are many publications

2Diversity can also be achieved in time, but as most radars use averaging over
time, using temporal diversity does not constitute a MIMO radar.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3. Different MIMO radar configurations. A SISO configuration in (a) uses di-
rectional antennas or arrays without added diversity. In a SIMO configura-
tion in (b), distributed receivers achieve spatial diversity, whereas the diver-
sity is achieved at the transmitter side in a MISO system in (c). A MIMO
configuration in (d) has diversity at both the transmitter and the receiver.
Also hybrid systems combining multiple arrays or colocated MIMO radars
with a distributed MIMO radar are possible.
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on how to optimize the transmitter side based on the target, interference,

propagation conditions, and radar task at hand, including [29,30] as well

as Publication X, Publication VIII, and Publication VII. Such approaches

are related to the concept of cognitive radar.

Cognitive radar can be defined as an intelligent radar system that is

aware of its surroundings and uses the received information for learning

and adaptation of its operation [31]. An important component of a cogni-

tive radar is a feedback from the receiver to the transmitter which enables

the adaptivity at the transmitter [32]. Also other sensors and sources of

information can be used to increase the situational awareness [33]. An es-

sentially similar concept with the congitive radar is the knowledge-aided

(or knowledge-based) radar [34]. Cognitive and knowledge-aided designs

will likely play an important role in future radar systems [35].

2.4 Discussion

There are various forms of distributed radars with different advantages

and disadvantages in each. The most basic type is the netted radar, in

which multiple radar systems form a network so that detection and esti-

mation results can be combined for improved performance. However, the

use of information is sub-optimal as each radar makes its detection and

estimation independent of the others.

In a multistatic radar, the total number of spatially distributed trans-

mitters and receiver is three or more. Unlike in the netted radar, the de-

tection and estimation is done based on data from all the receivers. This

improves performance, but also requires a much higher bandwidth for the

communication between the receivers and the fusion center.

The multistatic radar can operate in a noncooperative or cooperative

mode. In the cooperative mode, the receivers use the signals transmitted

from all the transmitters, not only from a single designated transmitter.

The cooperative mode increases the spatial diversity of the radar system

considerably, but also demands a yet larger bandwidth for communication

while also requiring accurate synchronization between all the transmit-

ters and receivers in order to achieve high resolution capability.

The cooperative multistatic radar can be considered to be a spatially

distributed MIMO radar. In MIMO radars, the diversity can be achieved

also using waveforms, frequency, or polarization, for example. In coloca-

ted MIMO radar, the diversity is achieved with these methods without
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geographically separate transmitter or receiver locations. What differen-

tiates the distributed MIMO radar from the cooperative multistatic radar

are the various possible sources of diversity providing additional degrees

of freedom, and the use of feedback to optimize also the transmitters. This

requires yet more communication bandwith and also processing power,

but can increase the performance further compared to the multistatic ra-

dar. The use of feedback in MIMO radars is related to the concept of

cognitive radars that use the feedback and other available sources of in-

formation to learn from the environment and adapt their operation accor-

dingly.
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3. Target Detection and Parameter
Estimation with Distributed Radars

The objective of practically all radars is detecting targets and estima-

ting the target parameters. After all, the word radar was originally an

acronym for radio detection and ranging [36]. Using a distributed set of

transmitters and receivers can bring forth multiple advantages in these

objectives.

If the transmitters or the receivers (or both) are spatially distributed in

different locations, the targets are illuminated and observed from several

different aspects. This angular diversity may be used in radars to miti-

gate the impairment caused by rapid fluctuations in radar cross-section of

the target. It is also a promising technology for observing stealth targets.

Such systems can be called statistical MIMO radars [25, 37] or distribu-

ted MIMO radars. This approach differs from the MIMO radar that uses

colocated antennas [18–21,38].

The diversity in the scattering can be used to aid target detection and

target parameter estimation as well as automatic target recognition.

3.1 Target Detection

Target detection can be considered to be a primary task for radars. The

angular diversity in distributed MIMO radars may be used for mitigating

the impairment caused by rapid fluctuations in radar cross section of the

target as well as a means to detect targets with a low observability.

The target detection with a distributed MIMO radar has been studied

in [25]. In that study, the optimal detector in the Neyman–Pearson sense

was derived for the distributed MIMO radar using orthogonal waveforms.

However, only one scattering model with independent scattering and white

noise were assumed.

The performance of the statistical MIMO radar under the influence of
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the Swerling scattering model was studied in Publication XIII. The Swer-

ling model is commonly used in the radar community to model the statis-

tical distribution and the temporal correlation of the target radar cross-

section (RCS). The model includes four different cases for modeling both

slow and fast fluctuations of the RCS [12]. The Swerling cases have been

considered in target detection in [27] in the context of multistatic radar,

but the proposed test statistic is not optimal for cases III or IV. Different

scattering models (including Swerling models) were considered in [1], but

independent scattering and white noise were assumed in that publication.

The Neyman–Pearson optimal test statistic without assuming orthogo-

nal waveforms in all the Swerling cases and for single and multiple pul-

ses were derived in Publication XIII. Furthermore, assuming orthogonal

signals and white noise, the optimal detector and its distribution were de-

rived for the Swerling cases III and IV, and also a sub-optimal detector

with simpler distribution was proposed. It was shown that the optimal

detector outperforms the detector suggested in [27]. The optimal detector

for Swerling I target with correlated scattering in spatially colored noise

was derived in Publication XV.

Target detection is typically formulated as hypothesis testing problem

with the hypotheses

H0 : no signal scattered from a target

H1 : a signal scattered from a target received.

An optimal testing procedure is the likelihood ratio test (LRT), in which

the ratio of the likelihood functions is compared to a threshold to decide

if the null hypothesis H0 is retained or the alternative hypothesis H1 is

accepted. Denoting the receiver snapshots by r(ti) and their likelihood

function by L(r(t1), r(t2), . . . |Hk), the likelihood ratio is defined as

R =
L(r(t1), r(t2), . . . |H1)

L(r(t1), r(t2), . . . |H0)
. (3.1)

The likelihood ratio test can then be expressed as

R ≥H1

<H0
ζ, (3.2)

where ζ is the threshold.

Assuming the receiver snapshots denoted by r(ti) are independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.), likelihood function can be written as

L(r(t1), r(t2), . . . |Hk) =
∏

i

p(r(ti)|Hk), (3.3)
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where p(r(ti)|Hk) is the probability density function (PDF) of the receiver

snapshot under the null hypothesis H0 or the alternative hypothesis H1.

The independence of the snapshots requires that the noise is temporally

uncorrelated and that the scattering from the target is either temporally

uncorrelated or perfectly correlated. Instead of using the likelihood ratio

R, a test statistic S that is a monotonic function of the likelihood ratio can

be used without compromising the optimality of the hypothesis test.

The received signal snapshot can be written as [25] (also Publication

XIII),

r(ti) =

√
P

M
diag(b)Cdiag(a∗)s(ti − τ) + ν(ti), (3.4)

where P is a power parameter, b the receiver steering vector, C the scatte-

ring matrix, a the transmitter steering vector, s the signal vector, and ν a

noise vector. The notation diag(b) denotes a diagonal matrix with the ele-

ments of the vector b on the diagonal. The steering vectors are defined as

a =
[
e0 ejωc∆tT,2 . . . ejωc∆tT,M

]
and b =

[
e0 e−jωc∆tR,2 . . . e−jωc∆tR,2

]
,

where ωc is the angular frequency of the carrier and ∆t is propagation

time difference with respect to the first element of the transmitter/receiver.

If the antenna elements are closely spaced, the steering vectors become

functions of the angle at which the target is seen.

The power parameter P depends on transmit power, path losses, an-

tenna gains etc. It is assumed that P is the same for all receiver elements

and independent of the direction of arrival.

The signal model (3.4) requires a pseudo-bistatic configuration meaning

that the propagation delays and propagation losses are the same for each

transmitter–receiver pair, but slightly different aspects of the target can

be seen. A more general signal model is used in Section 3.3.

The scattering matrix C models the fluctuation of the RCS. The element

(C)nm is the scattering amplitude of the signal transmitted by the m-

th transmitter and received by the n-th receiver. The variance of each

element of C is equal to the mean RCS for that particular transmitter–

receiver path.

It was shown in Publication XIII that the matrix structure of the scat-

tering matrix can be expressed as

C =





c1N,M for SISO

CN,M for MIMO

cN1TM for SIMO

1NcHM for MISO

, (3.5)
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where the subindices denote the number of elements in a vector or number

of rows and columns for a matrix.

The Swerling scattering model is a common model for the fluctuation

of the target RCS [12]. There are four different cases consisting of two

different distributions and slow or fast fluctuations. It was shown in Pu-

blication XIII that the corresponding probability density functions for the

scattering coefficients are

p(x) =
1

π
e−|x|

2
(3.6)

for Cases I and II and

p(x) =
4

π
|x|2e−2|x|2 , (3.7)

for Cases III and IV, where x is complex-valued. As the density functi-

ons depend only on the magnitude, the phase of the resulting x is uni-

formly distributed. Correlation can be introduced to these scattering mo-

dels using a transformation

c = R
1/2
c x, (3.8)

where Rc is the covariance matrix of the scattering coefficients and the

elements of x are independent. However, for the PDF of cases III and IV,

the marginal ditributions will no longer have the probability density in

(3.7) after the transformation.

In order to derive a test statistic and its distribution, the likelihood

functions have to be determined first. Let us assume that the noise is

i.i.d. temporally white and complex circular Gaussian, so that when there

is no signal present, r(t) = ν(t) and

p(r(ti)|H0) =
1

πN det(Rν)
e−rH(ti)R

−1
ν r(ti), (3.9)

where Rν is the covariance matrix of noise. Therefore, likelihood function

can be written as

L(r(t1), r(t2), . . . |H0) =
∏

i

p(r(ti)|H0) = A exp

{
−
∑

i

rHi R−1
ν ri

}
, (3.10)

where ri = r(ti) and A is a scaling constant.

Using the conditional probability and the signal model (3.4), the PDF of

the snapshot under the alternative hypothesis can be written as

p(r(t)|H1) =

∫
p(r(t)|H1, c)p(c)dc

=A

∫
exp

{
−
∑

i

(
ri −

√
P

M
diag(b)Cdiag(a∗)si

)H
R−1

ν

×
(

ri −
√
P

M
diag(b)Cdiag(a∗)si

)}
p(c)dc,

(3.11)
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where the elements of the vector c are the scattering coefficients and C

is given by (3.5). The scattering coefficients are the same for each index i

corresponding fast-time coding.1 Since the detection is considered based

on a single received waveform, the test statistic is the same for Cases I

and II. Combining the results of Publication XIII and Publication XV for

the Swerling Cases I and II, one obtains a test statistic

S = yHW−1y, (3.12)

where the filter output vector y and the weighting matrix W are defined

as

y =





∑
i[a

Hs(ti − τ)]∗bHR−1
ν r(ti) for SISO

∑
i s
∗(ti − τ)⊗R−1

ν r(ti) for MIMO
∑

i[a
Hs(ti − τ)]∗R−1

ν r(ti) for SIMO
∑

i s
∗(ti − τ)bHR−1

ν r(ti) for MISO

(3.13)

and

W =





P
M [aHX(0)a]∗bHR−1

ν b +R−1
c for SISO

P
MX∗(0)⊗R−1

ν + R−1
c for MIMO

P
M [aHX(0)a]∗R−1

ν + R−1
c for SIMO

P
MX∗(0)bHR−1

ν b + R−1
c for MISO,

(3.14)

where X(0) is the matrix-valued correlation function of the transmitted

waveforms at zero delay and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. The corre-

lation function X(0) is positive-semidefinite by definition. On the other

hand R−1
ν is positive-definite as it contains independent measurement

noise, and R−1
c is positive-definite by definition. Thus, the weighting ma-

trix W exists and is invertible. It should be noted that the correlation ma-

trix of scattering Rc has different dimensions in each case. Furthermore,

given that the filter output y is scalar in the SISO case, the weighting

matrix is not needed.

Denoting the filtered noise and interference (r(t) in (3.13) consisting of ν

only) by ν̃, a straightforward calculation shows that the covariance matrix

of ν̃ can be written as

Rν̃ =





[aHX(0)a]∗bHR−1
ν b for SISO

X∗(0)⊗R−1
ν for MIMO

[aHX(0)a]∗R−1
ν for SIMO

X∗(0)bHR−1
ν b for MISO

(3.15)

1The following analysis would also hold for slow-time coding and slow RCS fluc-
tuations
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for temporally white noise. Thus the weighting matrix can be written

simply as

W =
P

M
Rν̃ + R−1

c (3.16)

It is interesting to note that the derived Neyman–Pearson detector de-

pends only on the cross-correlations of the waveforms at zero delay. If

the Doppler frequency is negligible (fast-time coding is used), waveforms

that are orthogonal at zero delay are easy to design. One example of such

waveforms is the Oppermann sequences [39].

The Neyman–Pearson detector tries to make sure that the radar is not

overwhelmed with false alarms and maximizes the detection probability

while constraining the probability of false alarm. However, the Neyman–

Pearson formulation of the detection problem only considers positive de-

tections as false ones when there is no signal of interest present. This

means that incorrect detections due to sidelobes are not taken into ac-

count in how the problem is set up in the Neyman-Pearson framework.

As such errors are undesirable in radars, it is necessary to use sequences

that have low cross-correlation at delays other that zero as well.

The test statistic in (3.12) is a Gaussian quadratic form. There are va-

rious formulations for the probability density function of such forms in-

cluding ones given in Publication XIII and Publication IX. Deriving the

PDF of the test statistic in the Swerling Cases III and IV is more difficult

due to the fact that the scattering coefficients are no longer distributed

as complex Gaussians. Using the conditional density function, the test

statistic could be written as a function of the non-central moments of a

multivariate normal distribution for which there exist closed-form formu-

las [40, 41]. The case of uncorrelated scattering and temporally as well

as spatially white noise was treated in Publication XIII. That result can

be generalized by assuming that the weighting matrix W is diagonal and

the scattering is independent (or that both W and Rc are jointly diagona-

lizable). For notational convenience, assume that

W−1 = diag(
[
w−1

1 w−1
2 . . .

]
). (3.17)

Proceeding as in Publication XIII, one obtains a test statistic

S =

Nc∑

i=1

w−1
i |yi|2 + log

(
w−1
i |yi|2 + 1

)
, (3.18)

where Nc is the number of the scattering coefficients. If the noise is spa-

tially and temporally uncorrelated, it was shown in Publication XIII that
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the density function of the test statistic (3.18) for the SISO system can be

written as

pS,SISO(ζ) = pz

(
wW(eζ+1)− w

) wW(eζ+1)

1 +W(eζ+1)
, (3.19)

where W(x) is the principal value of the Lambert W-function [42] and pz

is the density function of |y|2 (the filter output is scalar in the SISO con-

figuration). Unfortunately, there is no simple expression for the density

function for the other configurations. In Publication XIII, an alternative

sub-optimal detector of the form

S = ‖y‖2 (3.20)

was proposed. With the assumptions as before (independent scattering

and uncorrelated noise), the density of this sub-optimal test statistic was

calculated recursively in Publication XIII for all the configurations.2 Ho-

wever, for more general scenarios, numerical methods are required.

The previous test statistics were derived for the cases where the recei-

vers receive each transmitted waveform only once, but the extension to

cases in which the waveforms are transmitted multiple times is straig-

htforward. In the fast-fading Swerling cases, the scattering amplitudes

are independent at different time indices. Taking the logarithm of the

likelihood ratio, one can see that the test statistic is just the sum of the

previous test statistics. Specifically for case II, one has

S =

K∑

k=1

y(k)HW−1y(k)

=
[
y(1)H . . .y(K)H

]
(IK ⊗W−1)

[
y(1)H . . .y(K)H

]H
,

where y(k) is the matched filter output of the pulse number k. Thus, the

distribution of the test statistic can be obtained the same way as for (3.12).

Since the scattering amplitudes are independent for each waveform set,

the diversity gain achieved with widely distributed transmitters or recei-

vers can also be achieved in temporal domain by receiving the waveforms

at several points in time.

In the slow-fading cases, the scattering amplitudes remain unchanged

over a period of a dwell.3 It is seen from the likelihood ratio that the

2A nonrecursive formula for the PDF of a similar approximate detector is given
in [1].
3A dwell is not well-defined for a non-scanning MIMO radar, but regardless, the
model holds for multiple consecutive observations.
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optimal detector is obtained by replacing the filter output by the average

over the pulses, namely

ȳ =
1

K

K∑

k=1

y(k). (3.21)

The impact of receiving multiple copies of the waveforms in which there

is no fluctuation in the RCS is therefore the attenuation of noise and in-

terference in the filter output achieved through averaging.

A comparison of the different MIMO radar configurations for target de-

tection is shown in Fig.3.1. This figure shows the probability of detection

pd of Swerling I and Swerling III targets. The systems consisted of four

transmitters and five receivers, and the probability of false alarm was

10−4. Uncorrelated scattering and the white Gaussian noise were assu-

med. It is seen that the diversity in scattering provided by the spatial

diversity is useful if the SNR is high. The compromise done for achieving

the diversity is losing the beamforming gain, and in the low SNR regime,

it is more important to provide a sufficiently strong signal through array

gain than rich scattering.

For the Swerling III target in Fig.3.1(b), it can be seen that the detection

performance of the SISO system is improved compared to the Swerling I

case. This is due to the fact that deep fades are more unlikely in the

Swerling III case, so diversity in scattering is not as beneficial. For this

reason, the performance of the configurations with rich scattering are not

experiencing any significant change, only a very small improvement is

seen for the MISO and SIMO configurations.

The added diversity in scattering might be beneficial in case of a stealth

target whose RCS profile has large angular regions in which the power

of the scattered signal is low. Stealth targets are typically designed so

that the incident radar signals are transmitted away from the source of

the radiation. Added spatial diversity can then increase chances that a

sufficiently strong signal is detected in some direction even if there is no

benefit in terms of mitigating the impact the RCS fluctuations.

In Fig.3.1, it has been assumed that the SISO and SIMO systems can

achieve a full beamforming gain equal to the number of transmitters on

a linear scale. This is a somewhat unrealistic assumption, as it requires

that the target would be precisely in the center of the beamformer’s main-

lobe. Thus, the curves of pd for the SISO and the SIMO would be more on

the right (higher SNR required to gain a similar performance) in practical

situations.
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Figure 3.1. Probability of detection of the different MIMO radar configurations for (a) a
Swerling I target and (b) a Swerling III target. Neyman–Pearson LRT was
used. The probability of false alarm pf was equal to 10−4. It is seen that
if SNR is high, the spatial diversity is beneficial, whereas beamforming is
better in low-SNR scenarios. The detection is improved for SISO in case of
Swerling III target, but systems with high diversity are not affected signifi-
cantly.
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Figure 3.2. Probability of detection of the MIMO configuration with different values of
the scattering correlation parameter ρ. Neyman–Pearson LRT was used,
with a pf equal to 10−4. Correlated scattering improves the detection with
low SNR as it makes coherent combining possible. If the SNR is high, uncor-
related scattering providing diversity improves the detection performance.

Fig.3.2 shows the probability of detection as a function of the SNR for

the MIMO configuration with correlated scattering. The scattering cova-

riance matrix in this example was formed as the Kronecker product of the

transmit and the receive covariance matrices and is given by4

Rc =




1 ρ . . . ρN−1

ρ
. . .

...

ρN−1 ρN−2 . . . 1




⊗




1 ρ . . . ρM−1

ρ
. . .

...

ρM−1 ρM−2 . . . 1




, (3.22)

where ρ is the correlation parameter. It is seen that at the small values

of correlation ρ ≤ 0.5, the correlation has an insignificant impact on the

performance. However, for large values of ρ, the low-SNR performance

improves due to combining different signals, whereas high-SNR perfor-

mance degrades because of lack of diversity.

3.2 Channel Estimation and Precoding

Estimating the coefficients of scattering for a target is a necessary step

in several key tasks of MIMO radar, including target velocity estimation

with pulse-Doppler radar [43], beamforming for a distributed MIMO ra-

4Full description of this type of covariance matrices is given in Section 3.4.1.
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dar[Publication X], and resource allocation for target tracking [30] as well

as optimizing the radar transmitter for a specific radar task. Knowledge

of the scattering coefficients and the radar channel may be utilized in

optimizing waveforms, power allocation, as well as selection of subset of

active transmitters and receivers, for example. Estimating the scattering

coefficients essentially means estimating the instantaneous channel ma-

trix of the radar system after compensating for the transmit power and

the propagation losses. Naturally, the estimation accuracy is limited by

the signal power and interference plus noise power at the receiver.

In Publication VII, a spatial precoding method was proposed to improve

the channel estimation. The idea of the precoding method is to reduce the

error caused by colored noise and interference deteriorating the quality

of the channel estimate. After obtaining an estimate of the noise plus

interference covariance matrix, it was shown in Publication VII that the

proposed spatial coding approach can be used to reduce the estimation

error of the channel matrix, and consequently, improve the performance

in target parameter estimation.

Space-time coding for MIMO radar has been previously proposed in [44]

and [45], but for the purpose of obtaining orthogonal or unitary waveforms

in a colocated MIMO radar. Space-time coding was used in [46] to reduce

the waveform cross-correlation. Although this reduces the channel coeffi-

cient error, it does not mitigate the interference. In [47], space-time coding

was used to reduce clutter in colocated MIMO radar. The space-time co-

ding was also studied in [48–51] in the context of optimizing the number

of linearly independent transmitted waveforms for detection and ranging.

The first time spatial coding was proposed for the interference mitigation

purposes was in Publication VII.

Knowledge of radar channel is crucial for cognitive radars that try to

adapt their operation to the prevailing conditions. The estimated channel

coefficients can also be used for beamforming with a distributed MIMO

radar setup. In most of the literature on distributed MIMO radar, it has

been suggested that the transmitters should transmit orthonormal wa-

veforms independent of each other. It was shown in Publication X that af-

ter obtaining information about the channel, the probability of detecting

the target can be increased by changing the transmission scheme.

In widely distributed MIMO radars, array geometry may be arbitrary

and the array manifold is not commonly known, so typical beamforming

cannot be used. In Publication X, however, a coding scheme similar to
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the beamforming in MIMO communication systems was proposed. This

beamforming method requires channel state information so using it is

possible only when the fluctuations of the target RCS are sufficiently slow

making channel estimation possible and ensuring that the feedback is

not outdated. Suitable targets for this method include those that follow

Swerling I or III scattering models [12], for example.

3.2.1 Channel Estimation

The signal model (3.4) can be simply written as

r(t) = Hs(t− τ) + ν(t), (3.23)

where H is the N ×M channel matrix that is to be estimated. Assuming

waveforms with fast-time coding and orthogonality at zero delay, the ma-

tched filter output can be written as5

∑

i

r(ti)s
H(ti) ≈ H + V, (3.24)

where V =
∑

i ν(ti)s
H(ti) is the filtered noise plus interference matrix. It

is shown in Publication VII that the waveforms do not have to be perfectly

orthogonal in order to use the proposed coding method and consequently

reduce the channel estimation error.

It can be seen in (3.24) that the matched filter output provides an esti-

mate of the N ×M channel matrix corrupted by filtered noise and inter-

ference, i.e.

Ĥ =
∑

i

r(ti)s
H(ti) (3.25)

The mean-square error of the channel matrix estimate is

E
[
‖Ĥ−H‖2F

]
≈ E

[
‖V‖2F

]
, (3.26)

where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.

If temporal filtering was used to mitigate the interference before the

matched filtering, the channel matrix estimate would also be affected.

Therefore, the instantaneous spatial precoding matrix Ξ is applied to the

transmitted waveforms so that the transmitted waveforms are Ξs(t). The

matched filter output is multiplied from the left by Ξ−1 to decode the sig-

nal at the receiver side.6 Thus, the coding matrix has to be of full rank. If

5As the goal is not target detection but channel estimation, the filtering is diffe-
rent from that in Section 3.1.
6The existence of Ξ−1 for the chosen coding will be established later.
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enough samples can be accumulated after the matched filtering, temporal

filtering including averaging can be done in addition to the spatial coding

to improve the performance further.

Assuming approximate orthogonality for the transmitted waveforms,

the channel matrix estimate becomes

Ĥ = HΞ
∑

i

s(ti)s
H(ti)Ξ

−1 +
∑

i

ν(ti)s
H(ti)Ξ

−1

≈ H + VΞ−1

(3.27)

after the decoding. Thus, an error criterion for the coding can be defined

as

E(Ξ) = E
[
‖VΞ−1‖2F

]
= tr

(
Ξ−HE[VHV]Ξ−1

)
= tr

(
Ξ−HRVΞ−1

)
. (3.28)

The objective is then to find a coding matrix Ξ that minimizes this error.

This error criterion can be easily generalized for multiple targets as dis-

cussed in Publication VII. One can also immediately see that an unitary

precoding matrix Ξ does not reduce the error.

In order not to exceed a maximum total transmit power, a constraint on

‖Ξ‖2F = tr
(
ΞHΞ

)
is required. Thus, a constrained optimization problem

min
Ξ

tr
(
Ξ−HAΞ−1

)
s.t. tr

(
ΞHΞ

)
= Ptot (3.29)

has to be solved. It was shown in Publication VII using the method of

Lagrange multipliers that if RV is invertible, the solution is

Ξo =

[
Ptot

tr(Λ1/2)

]1/2

UΛ1/4UH (3.30)

where the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix of the filte-

red noise plus interference matrix is RV = UΛUH . The numerical exam-

ples in Publication VII demonstrate that the channel estimation error can

be reduced when RV has to be estimated and the used waveforms are not

perfectly orthogonal.

3.2.2 Beamforming

The precoding can be also used for improving the target detection. The

method outlined in Publication X is similar to the beamforming method

used in MIMO communication systems, but the goal would to maximize

the probability of detection instead of improving the bitrate that can be

reliably transmitted through the radio channel. Since the optimal de-

tector is essentially the power of the matched filter output with suitable
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weighting, the probability of detection can be improved by increasing the

power of the received signal as was done in Publication X.

The maximization of the total received signal power after precoding can

be rewritten as a constrained optimization problem

max
Ξ

E
[
‖HΞs‖2

]
s.t. tr(ΞHΞ) = Ptot. (3.31)

The trace constraint is needed to satisfy a constraint on the total trans-

mit power. It was shown in Publication X that if orthogonal signals are

assumed, the optimal coding matrix Ξ has the scaled right singular vector

corresponding the largest singular value of H in any of its columns and

zeroes elsewhere.

Obtaining the channel state information is a difficult task especially in

the presence of strong interference or jamming. This problem can be al-

leviated by using the precoding method for the channel estimation or by

using a projection that is orthogonal to the interference subspace. The

projection requires that the interference or jamming signals exhibit spa-

tial correlation across the receivers. The projection matrix can be written

as

Γ = I−UiU
H
i , (3.32)

where the matrix Ui contains the set of eigenvectors that spans the in-

terference subspace. Some of the target information is subsequently lost

in the projection, but the improvement in the signal to interference plus

noise ratio (SINR) outweighs such losses significantly. Furthermore, the

beamforming is done based on the projected estimate of the channel ma-

trix, so the beamforming will maximize the power of the projected signal.

Fig.3.3 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of SISO

and MIMO systems with six transmitters and six receivers. In the SISO

system, the transmitters and the receivers were used as coherent arrays

so that typical beamforming could be employed. The MIMO systems used

either the diversity transmission scheme or the beamforming method des-

cribed in this section. All the systems had equal transmit power, and no

interference or jamming was present. It was assumed that there were 32

pulses available for detecting a single target. The scattering from the tar-

get was assumed to follow the Swerling case I. The beamforming method

used initially eight pulses to obtain an estimate of the singular vector and

then the rest of the pulses were transmitted with the proposed precoding

method. The SNR was defined as P/σ2
ν = −6 dB. The ROC curves where

evaluated for each combination of the parameter values by computing the
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Figure 3.3. Receiver operating characteristic curves of the 6×6 systems in either a MIMO
or a SISO configuration. The MIMO beamforming provides significant incre-
ase in the probability of detection compared to the diversity scheme. SNR
was −6 dB in this scenario.

empirical distributions of the test statistics using the method of Monte

Carlo with 2× 107 trials.

The MIMO radar beamforming method provides significantly higher

probability of detecting the target than the diversity scheme transmitting

orthogonal waveforms from each transmitter. If the SNR was increased

enough or the probability of false alarm was close to one, the diversity

scheme would be eventually better than the beamforming. Also if the pro-

bability of false alarm or SNR are decreased enough, the SISO system

with phased array would be best. However, the beamforming method is

the clearly the most useful in this example scenario.

Target motion and fading that is faster than what the Swerling model

assumes would cause uncertainty in the coding matrix, which could pos-

sibly be taken into account by suitable model and tracking.

3.3 Resource Allocation for Target Detection

In Section 3.1, it was assumed that each waveform is transmitted with

equal power in the MIMO radar system. From the point of view of perfor-

mance optimization, minimization of power consumption, and reducing

the probability of interception by adversaries, it makes sense to use a

non-uniform power allocation at the transmitters.

A power allocation scheme that achieves a predefined mean square er-
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ror (MSE) for target location estimation was proposed in [30] and [52].

The power allocation was formulated in [53] as a combinatorial subset se-

lection problem of which transmitters should be active to reach a desired

target localization MSE. Receiver placement was studied in [54] for in-

creased range resolution, but optimization of the probability of detection

was not considered. Power allocation for target detection was addressed

in Publication IX.

In order to optimize the transmit power for target detection, the functi-

onal relationship between the probability of detection and the transmit

power allocation has to be known. The optimal detectors for distributed

MIMO radar configurations were derived in [25] assuming independent

scattering and spatially white noise. A more general expression for the

likelihood ratio used in the detection was given also in [55], but the dis-

tribution of the test statistic was not established. In Publication XV, the

optimal test statistics for target detection of a Swerling I target with cor-

related scattering and spatially correlated noise was derived. The previ-

ous studies did not use individual path loss terms for each Tx–Rx pair

that are needed for the power allocation. The distribution of the test sta-

tistic under the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis accounting

for the differing path losses and transmit powers was formulated in Pu-

blication IX.

3.3.1 Signal Model

The signal model (3.4) can easily be accommodated to take non-uniform

power allocation and path losses into account. Denoting the transmitter

power allocation by P = diag(P1, P2, . . . , PM ), the diagonal matrix contai-

ning the path loss from each transmitter to the target by JTx and from the

target to each receiver by JRx, the signal model can be written as

r(t) = diag(b)J
1/2
Rx C̃J

1/2
Tx diag(a∗)P1/2s̃(t− τ) + ν(t). (3.33)

In order to use the results in the previous sections, one can substitute

s(t) = P1/2s̃(t) and

Rc = (JTx ⊗ JRx)1/2Rc̃(JTx ⊗ JRx)1/2, (3.34)

where Rc̃ is the covariance matrix of the appropriate elements of C̃. The

matrix JTx becomes a scalar for SIMO and SISO configurations, whereas

JRx is a scalar for MISO and SISO configurations. Since the transmit

power is taken into account in s, the factor P/M can omitted from the

equations.
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The likelihood ratio for target detection of Swerling targets I and II can

be written as (see Publication XIV)

R =
∏

k

1

det(RcW)
exp

{
yHk W−1yk

}
. (3.35)

In the case that Rc and Rν̃ do not depend on yk, an alternative likelihood

ratio

R̃ =
∏

k

1

det(RcRν̃ + I)
exp

{
υHk R

1/2
y W−1R

1/2
y υk

}
(3.36)

has precisely the same probability distribution as R, where υ ∼ CN(0, I)

and (3.16) was used in the determinant. The eigenvalues of R
1/2
y W−1R

1/2
y

can be shown to be equal to the eigenvalues of W−1Ry using the proper-

ties of the determinant. From (3.47),

W−1Ry = RcRν̃ (3.37)

under the alternative hypothesis, and under the null hypothesis,

W−1Rν̃ =
(
Rν̃ + R−1

c

)−1
Rν̃ =

(
I + R−1

ν̃ R−1
c

)−1
=
[
I +

(
RcRν̃

)−1
]−1

.

(3.38)

Therefore, the probability of detection is determined by the eigenvalues of

RcRν̃ . These eigenvalues depend on JRx, JTx, and P.

When Rc and Rν̃ are assumed to be known, the likelihood ratio can be

reduced to the quadratic form as was seen in the previous sections. Vari-

ous forms for the distribution of such quadratic forms have been provided

in the literature, including one using partial fractions in Publication XIII

and based on the results of [56], as a series of gamma probability distri-

butions in Publication IX.

Typically, the covariance matrices are not known and need to be esti-

mated. The generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) that use maximum

likelihood estimates for the unknown nuisance parameters can then be

utilize. However, the probability distribution of the GLRT would not ge-

nerally be known. In such cases, Monte Carlo analysis can be used.

3.3.2 Power Allocation Schemes

The goal for the power allocation is to determine the transmit power of

each transmitter so that probability of detecting targets in the surveil-

lance area, denoted by X , is improved or maintained within given bounds

for a given power budget. The problem can be divided in to two cases ba-

sed on the available power budget. In the power-limited case (low SNR),

the entire power budget needs to be allocated to improve the probability
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of detection. In the high-power case (high SNR), the transmit power of

the transmitters can be reduced while still maintaining a probability of

detection above a desired level.

The optimization problem in the power-limited case can be formulated

as a minimax problem that minimizes the maximum probability of missed

detection pm over the area, i.e.

min
P

max
x∈X

pm(P,x) s.t.
M∑

m=1

Amk(P)mm ≤ PS,tot,k, ∀k (3.39)

where P is a diagonal matrix with the transmit powers on the diagonal.

There can be multiple power sources with different maximum power out-

put for each. Thus, the connection of the transmitters to these power

sources is defined using the variables Amk that are equal to one if trans-

mitter m is connected to power source k and zero otherwise. PS,tot,k is the

power available at power source k. Furthermore, we may have a limit on

transmit power of a transmitter e.g. (P)mm ≤ PTx,max,m.

The optimization problem in (3.39) is nonconvex, so global optimization

methods need to be applied. Fortunately, solving this problem is not time-

critical as the power allocation needs to be done when the radar system

starts operating, when transmitters or receivers move, and when there is

a change in the path losses due to changes in the conditions.

In the high-SNR case, all available power does not need to be used to

achieve a predefined level of performance. The total transmitted power

can then be minimized while constraining the probability of missed de-

tection to be lower than the desired level over the area of surveillance.

This optimization problem can be formulated as

min tr(P) s.t. pm(P,x) ≤ pm,max ∀x ∈ X ,
M∑

m=1

Amk(P)mm ≤ PS,tot,k, (3.40)

where pm,max is the maximum allowed probability of missed detection.

This is also a nonconvex problem.

Fig.3.4 shows an example of the transmit power allocation method in

which the probability of detection is optimized over the 2-D rectangle

[0, 1] × [0, 1], in arbitrary units. There are three transmitters, located at

(0.05, 0.25), (0.2, 0.05), and (0.9, 0.4) with total available power equal to

three in arbitrary units. Four receivers are located at (0.11, 0.54), (0.38,

0.26), (0.60, 0.14), and (0.93, 0.25). The filtered noise is assumed to be

temporally and spatially white with unit variance, and the scattering am-

plitudes c are independent with unit variance as well. The path loss coef-

ficient Lnm at location x is simply assumed to be ‖x − xm‖−2‖x − xn‖−2,
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where xm is the location of the transmitter and xn that of the receiver. The

probability of false alarm was constrained to 10−3 in the Neyman–Pearson

detector.

The surveillance area was divided into 0.01 × 0.01 spatial bins, and the

probability of detection was calculated for each bin. With uniform power

allocation, shown in Fig.3.4(a), the minimum probability of detection was

0.76074 occurring at (1,1). Transmitters are marked in the figure with

circles and the receivers with crosses, and the transmit power of each

transmitter is written next to it.

Simulated annealing was used for optimizing the power allocation. The

best allocation found was [1.3707, 0, 1.6293]. The resulting probability of

detection is shown in Fig.3.4(b). With this power allocation the minimum

pd was 0.88676 at (0,1), so the minimum pd was significantly improved.

3.4 Parametric Models and Parameter Estimation

In addition to target detection, estimating the parameters of the target is

a key task for radars. Estimating the scattering amplitudes was already

covered in Section 3.2. In this section, parametric model for the scattering

is used for improving the estimation. Furthermore, a parametric model

for the received signal is given for the target velocity estimation.

The scattering covariance matrix can be parametrized in terms of cor-

relation parameters describing the dependency of the scattering and the

angle to the target. Such models were proposed in Publication XIV and

Publication XII. It will be shown in Section 3.4.1 that target detection can

be improved using this parametrization for the scattering.

It was seen in Section 3.1 that the direction of arrival was a parameter

in the signal model. Estimating the direction of arrival enables target

positioning for the single-output configurations and is therefore important

estimation task. The impact of the scattering diversity in the direction

arrival estimation task was studied in Publication XVI and Publication

XIII.

Yet another important parameter is the target velocity. While monosta-

tic and bistatic radars can estimate only the radial velocity, a distributed

radar systems allows for the estimation of the actual three-dimensional

velocity vector. Typically, the velocity needs to be estimated from multi-

ple pulses. Using multiple pulse repetition frequencies in a distributed

MIMO radar setting was proposed in Publication VIII. It was shown that
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Figure 3.4. Probability of detection for (a) the uniform power allocation and (b) the op-
timized power allocation. The transmitters are denoted by circles with the
number corresponding the transmit power and the receiver by crosses. In
the optimized power allocation, the transmitter closest to the x-axis has been
switched off to divert more power to the transmitters near the top corners to
increase the probability of detection in the top corners. This has improved
the minimum probability of detection.
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3.4.1 Scattering Covariance and Target Detection

The optimal detectors in case of correlated scattering were described in

Section 3.1. However, using the optimal detectors requires the scattering

covariance matrix to be known, which typically is not the case. Conside-

ring that the scattering covariance matrix is potentially large, especially

for the full-diversity MIMO configuration, estimating it is difficult with

limited sample support. One way to improve the estimation performance

is to use a parametric model for the scattering covariance matrix so that

there are less parameters to be estimated. Such parametric models for

the scattering covariance matrices were proposed in Publication XIV and

Publication XII.

The Kronecker model that is a common model for the correlation of the

channel matrix in MIMO systems is assumed for the scattering covariance

matrix. With the definition c = vec(C), the scattering covariance matrix

can be written in this model as

Rc = E[ccH ] = RTx ⊗RRx, (3.41)

where RTx and RRx the transmit and receive parts of the covariance ma-

trix, respectively. In Publication XIV, it was assumed that RTx and RRx

are both similar Toeplitz matrices consisting of powers of a correlation

parameter ρ such that

RTx = RRx =




1 ρ ρ2 · · ·
ρ 1 ρ · · ·
ρ2 ρ 1 · · ·
... . . .



, (3.42)

where 0 ≤ ρ < 1.

A more general Kronecker model was used in Publication XII, in which

the elements of RTx are modeled as

(RTx)mn = exp
[
g(θm − θn;ρ)

]
, (3.43)

where ρ is the parameter vector of the function g. The requirements for

g are that g(0;ρ) = 0, <[g(|x|;ρ)] ≤ 0, the real part of g is an even func-

tion, and the imaginary part is linear in x.7 The real part of g should be

7Valid covariance matrices can also be obtained for nonlinear odd functions such
that g(−x;ρ) = g∗(x;ρ), but the exact conditions are not known.
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decreasing in |x| (the larger the angular separation, the smaller the corre-

lation).8 The same model was used also for the receiver covariance matrix

RRx.

It can be seen that having the antennas on a line with roughly uniform

spacing, the correlation model (3.43) would result in the transmit or re-

ceive covariance matrix having the Toeplitz structure in (3.42).

The angles to the target required in model (3.43) can be computed from

the locations of the radar antennas, which are known, and location of the

suspected target which can be estimated using the propagation delays of

the waveforms.

The likelihood ratio for target detection of Swerling targets I and II was

shown to in Publication XIV to be

R =
∏

k

1

det(RcW)
exp

{
P

M
yHk W−1yk

}
, (3.44)

where k is the pulse index. As W and Rc are unknown, this does not sim-

plify to the test statistic (3.12). In this case, one must use the Generalized

Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT), in which the unknown quantities are are

estimated using the maximum likelihood method and then substituted

into the likelihood ratio.

Straightforward yet tedious manipulation shows that the covariance

matrix of the matched filter output (3.13) is equal to

Ry =
P

M
Rν̃RcRν̃ + Rν̃ , (3.45)

for all of the MIMO radar configurations. The proofs are provided in the

Appendix. Applying the matrix inversion lemma, one obtains

R−1
y =

( P
M

Rν̃RcRν̃ + Rν̃

)−1

= R−1
ν̃ −R−1

ν̃ Rν̃

(M
P

R−1
c + Rν̃R−1

ν̃ Rν̃

)−1
Rν̃R−1

ν̃

= R−1
ν̃ −

(M
P

R−1
c + Rν̃

)−1

= R−1
ν̃ −

P

M
W−1,

(3.46)

where (3.16) was used. Furthermore,

WRcRν̃ =
( P
M

Rν̃ + R−1
c

)
RcRν̃ =

( P
M

Rν̃Rc + I
)
Rν̃ = Ry. (3.47)

8It is obvious that the resulting covariance matrix is Hermitian, but the positive-
semidefiniteness is thus far a conjecture.
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Thus, the likelihood ratio can be written as

R =
∏

k

det(Rν̃)

det(WRcRν̃)
exp

{
yHk

P

M
W−1yk

}

=
∏

k

det(Rν̃)

det(Ry)
exp

{
yHk R−1

ν̃ yk − yHk R−1
y yk

}
.

=

∏
k det−1(Ry) exp

{
−yHk R−1

y yk
}

∏
k det−1(Rν̃) exp

{
−yHk R−1

ν̃ yk
} .

(3.48)

This result shows that the optimal likelihood ratio test can be done using

directly the matched filter output y instead of the receiver snapshots r, as

was done in Publication IX. This generalizes the result of Publication XIV,

in which spatially and temporally white noise and orthogonal waveforms

for zero lag were assumed.

Based on (3.48), the GLRT would be formed using the maximum like-

lihood estimate (MLE) for the covariance matrix Ry. Assuming that the

scattering as well as noise and interference are Gaussian, the MLE is the

sample covariance matrix

R̂y =
1

K

K∑

i

yiy
H
i , (3.49)

where the number of samples is K. Due to a typically low sample support,

using this MLE results in poor performance. More stable performance

could be achieved with diagonal loading, but this would bias the estimate

towards the uncorrelated case. It is also possible to update the inverse

of the covariance matrix recursively [57, 58] to avoid problems with the

invertibility of the covariance matrix estimate. There are also regularized

estimators of the covariance matrix that work in situations with a low

sample support [59,60].

If the covariance matrix has some structure, that structure could be ex-

ploited in the estimation in order to improve the performance of the GLRT.

To this end, the parametric model (3.43) for the scattering covariance ma-

trix can be used so that Rc = Rc(ρ), where ρ is the parameter vector for

the model. In order to use the GLRT for detection, one then needs to find

ρ that maximizes the likelihood of the observations.

Fig.3.5 shows the ROC curves for different type of detectors for detecting

a target with correlated scattering. The Kronecker model and the corre-

lation model (3.43) with

g(x; a) = a0 + a1|x|+ ja2x, (3.50)

was assumed, the parameters being a1 = −6.6 and a2 = 0.1, and a0 cor-

responding to a SNR of −3dB. There were six antennas that functioned
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Figure 3.5. ROC curves of LRT and GLRT with different covariance estimates. Taking
the correlation into account results in significant gain even if there are errors
in the angles to the targetso , the correlation model is seen to be robust to
such errors. Using the sample covariance matrix results in poor performance.

as both transmitters and receivers. The number of pulses was 40, which

guaranteed that the 36×36 covariance matrix was invertible. The target

detection was done using the LRT, a GLRT using the sample covariance

matrix, a GLRT using the correlation model, or identity weights corre-

sponding the assumption of uncorrelated scattering. Furthermore, errors

were also applied to the angle estimates in the correlation model, see Pu-

blication XII for details.

The optimal likelihood ratio provides the best detection performance in

Fig.3.5 as expected. The GLRT that uses the correlation model also per-

forms well. If the estimated angles contain significant errors, the probabi-

lity of detection decreases, but is still better that assuming no correlation

(identity weights).

The error in the angles of the correlation model might be the result of

error in angle estimation or modeling error, but as long as the model holds

approximately, using the model leads to improved detection performance.

The GLRT that uses the sample covariance performs the worst as there

are not enough samples to reliably estimate the full covariance matrix.

Even tough the estimated angles to the target that may contain error, the

use of the parametric model can provide superior performance compared

to the sample covariance matrix.

As the correlation model in (3.43) depends on the angles to the target,

the scattering correlation can be used to estimate the angles as well. Un-

fortunately, it was shown in Publication XI that the SNR needs to be very
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high in order to achieve a reasonable accuracy in the angle estimation.

3.4.2 Direction of Arrival Estimation

Estimating the direction of arrival (DOA) of a signal received with an

antenna array is a common topic in antenna array signal processing. If

a radar can estimate the azimuth and the elevation angles of the signal

scattered from the target, the target location can be calculated from the

angles and the range to the target.

SISO and MISO configurations that use a coherent antenna array as

a receiver can use regular DOA estimation methods. DOA estimation

performance of the MIMO radars has been considered in several stu-

dies. In [17], the performance was analyzed by averaging the Cramér–Rao

bound (CRB) with respect to the random scattering parameters, but only

Swerling Case I was considered. The impact of correlated scattering was

studied in [61], and even though the Swerling Cases II and IV were men-

tioned, results were provided only for Case I. The Cramér–Rao bounds

have also been derived in [16] and [62], but only colocated transmitters

were considered.

It was shown in Publication XVI using the CRB that the angular di-

versity does not improve direction finding performance in the Swerling

Case II. In Publication XIII, those results were extended by comparing

the direction finding performance of a distributed MIMO radar configura-

tion and a phased array system in the Swerling Cases I and III. Since the

CRB is not defined for the SISO (phased-array) system if the RCS fluctu-

ations are slow, the comparison was done in terms of an upper confidence

bound on the squared estimation error.

The signal model in Section 3.1 is already parametrized in the direction

of arrival, so it can be directly applied in DOA estimation. For DOA esti-

mation purposes, the matched filtering is done only temporally, not both

temporally and spatially as in the previous sections. This temporal-only

matched filter output is denoted by ỹ, which is a vector even in a SISO

configuration when there are multiple receiver elements.

For a SISO configuration using beamforming at the transmitter so that

s(t) = as(t), the matched filter output can be written as

ỹSISO(t) =
√
GPMcbχ(τ) + ν̃(t), (3.51)

whereG is the SNR gain due to filtering, b is the array response (steering)

vector, χ(τ) is the autocorrelation function, and ν̃ is filtered noise. An
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ideal autocorrelation function was assumed in Publication XVI to simplify

the analysis.

For the MISO configuration, the matched filter output for each waveform

i is

ỹ
(i)
MISO(t) =

√
GP

M
bci

M∑

j=1

gij(τ) + ν̃(i)(t). (3.52)

Assuming ideal autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions

χij(τ) = δijδ0,τ (3.53)

the matched filter outputs stacked into a vector can be written as

ỹMISO(t) =

√
GP

M
c⊗ b + ν̃(t), (3.54)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

The Cramér–Rao lower bound of direction estimate of a signal with the

covariance matrix

R = σ2
sb(θ)bH(θ) + σ2

νI (3.55)

has been derived in [63]. In order to use this formula when the filtered

noise and interference ν̃ is not white, a simple whitening transformation

can be applied. The CRB was used as the basis of the performance analy-

sis of direction finding in Publication XVI.

Assuming that the receiver is using a coherent array (single-output in

terms of the scattering), it was shown in Publication XVI that the CRBs

for the fast-fading Swerling Case II are

CRBfast
SISO(θ) =

1

2K

[
1

N

1

M2η2
+

1

Mη

]
×
(
‖bθ(θ)‖2 −

|bHθ (θ)b(θ)|2
N

)−1

(3.56)

and

CRBfast
MISO(θ) =

1

2KM

[
1

N

M2

η2
+
M

η

]
×
(
‖bθ(θ)‖2 −

|bHθ (θ)b(θ)|2
N

)−1

,

(3.57)

where b is the receiver steering vector, bθ its partial derivative with re-

spect to the direction of arrival θ, and η = GP
σ2
ν

is the power ratio that

is related to the SNR. The comparison is done in terms of this ratio as,

unlike the SNR, it does not depend on the chosen configuration.

It can be seen from (3.56) and (3.57) that with equal M and η, the CRB

of the MISO configuration is higher than that of the SISO configuration.

This is caused by the lack of beamforming in the MISO configuration, and

even though there are more samples to be used in the estimation, the

increased sample support is not enough to compensate for the increase of
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Figure 3.6. Cramér–Rao bounds of DOA estimates as a function of the power ratio η
when the Swerling case is 2 or 4. The CRB is displayed for SISO and MISO
systems using a uniform linear array (ULA) with six receiver elements, M
transmitters, and 80 samples. It is seen that as the number of transmitters
increases, the CRB of a MISO system increases whereas the CRB of a SISO
system decreases.

the CRB caused by the lower SNR. Therefore, a SISO configuration will

likely perform better in a DOA estimation task than a MISO configuration

if the fluctuation of the target RCS is fast.

It was shown in Publication XVI that in Swerling Cases I and III with

slow fluctuation, the expressions for the covariance matrices contain the

scattering amplitudes, which means that the power of the received signal

is not constant. If the power of the signal varies in time between subse-

quent waveforms, so does the CRB of the direction estimate. In order to

find the average performance of an estimator, the variance of uniformly

minimum-variance unbiased estimator (UMVUE) was derived using the

CRB in Publication XVI. It was also shown that the variance of UMVUE

is not defined for SISO system or a MISO system with fewer than three

transmitters under Swerling Case I. Hence, confidence bounds were used

as a performance measure in Publication XIII.

The numerical values for the CRB of SISO and MISO configurations

with six receivers are shown in Fig.3.6. The DOA was 0◦ and the sample

support K = 80. It is seen that the CRB increases if the number of trans-

mitters in increased in a MISO system, whereas the bound decreases for

a SISO system. This follows from the lack of beamforming gain in the

MISO system.

Numerical values of the variance of the UMVUE estimator are shown
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Figure 3.7. Variance of an uniformly minimum-variance unbiased DOA estimator as a
function of the power ratio η in the Swerling Cases I and III. The variances
were evaluated for MISO systems with a ULA with six receiver elements, M
transmitters, and 80 samples. The variance is not defined if a SISO system
is used. It can be observed that as the number of transmitters increases,
the variance of the estimates increase and the performance degrades when a
MISO system is used.

in Fig.3.7. The variance is shown in both Swerling Cases I and III for a

MISO system withN = 6 receivers andK = 80 samples and a DOA of zero

degrees. As in the Case II with fast fluctuation, one can see that when the

number of transmitters is increased, the variance increases so the DOA

estimation performance degrades. Regardless of the Swerling case, the

gains resulting from the spatial diversity are not enough to offset the lack

of beamforming gain with the displayed number of transmitters.

3.4.3 Velocity Estimation

An essential task for radars is estimating the velocity of moving targets.

As the Doppler frequency (or the apparent Doppler in a pulse Doppler

radar) depends on the target velocity, the velocity can be incorporated in

to the signal model as a parameter.

Target velocity estimation with a widely distributed MIMO radar sy-

stem has been studied in [55] and [43], but the pulse repetition frequency

(PRF) was not considered at all. In [64], using multiple subcarriers for im-

proving location and velocity estimation performance was proposed. Ho-

wever, the PRF was not included in the treatment in this study either.

Pulse Doppler radars operate by transmitting a sequence of pulses. Tra-

ditionally, the radial velocity of the target can then be determined from
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the phase differences of the received pulses. The PRF that is used has an

impact on both the range and the velocity estimates. When the PRF is

increased, the maximum unambiguous velocity increases, but the largest

unambiguous range decreases. This phenomenon is commonly called the

range–Doppler ambiguity problem.

Many different methods have been proposed and successfully applied

to reduce the ambiguities in range and velocity in the pulse Doppler ra-

dar. The methods can be divided mainly into staggered PRF, in which

pulse repetition time is varied, or multiple PRF that transmits several

pulse trains with different PRFs. When the multi-PRF measurements

have been obtained, there are several methods to obtain the unambigu-

ous estimates [65–67]. However, clutter cancellation is a problem in the

former and false coincidences in the latter [68].

On the other hand, the architecture of a distributed MIMO radar lends

itself to using multiple PRFs naturally. The use of multiple PRFs in the

estimation of the target velocity using a distributed MIMO radar was pro-

posed in Publication VIII. This differs from the methods used for mitiga-

tion of ambiguities in networked radar systems proposed, for example,

in [69]. A maximum likelihood estimator for the target velocity was de-

rived in Publication VIII under the assumptions that the waveforms are

orthogonal, the scattering from the target is independent, and the noise

is spatially and temporally white.

It can be assumed without loss of generality that the lowest pulse repe-

tition frequency is 1/T1. Furthermore, there are K1 pulses with this PRF

that can be used for target parameter estimation. The number of pulses

available from the m-th transmitter is then

Km =

⌊
K1

T1

Tm

⌋
. (3.58)

The k-th pulse transmitted by the m-th transmitter and received by the

n-th receiver can be written in baseband as

rnm(t, k) =
√
Pnmcnmsm(t− kTm − τnm(k))

×ej2πfD,nmte−j2πfCτnm(k) + wn(t),
(3.59)

where Pnm is a power parameter, cnm the scattering coefficient, sm the

signal transmitted by the m-th transmitter, Tm the pulse repetition time,

τnm(k) the pulse-dependent time delay, fD,nm the Doppler shift, fC the

carrier frequency, and νn is the noise and interference term. Any unknown

oscillator phase terms can be included into cnm. Denoting the transmitter

position by xm, the receiver position by xn, the target position by xb, and
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the target velocity by v in 3-D space, the Doppler frequency can be written

as

fD,nm =
1

λC
vT
(

xb − xm
‖xb − xm‖

+
xb − xn
‖xb − xn‖

)
, (3.60)

where λC is the carrier wavelength.

Assuming fast-time coding so that the Doppler frequency has negligi-

ble effect on the waveforms, fD,nmt ≈ 0 for the duration of each wa-

veform. The matched filtering can be done with the signal sm(t − pTm −
τ̂nm)ej2πfC τ̂nm . The estimated time delay τ̂nm can be obtained by dividing

the entire search area into sufficiently small bins and testing if a target

can be found in a particular bin. In addition, it is assumed that

sm(t+ τ̂nm − τnm(k)) ≈ sm(t) (3.61)

which means that the target remains in the same range bin over the ob-

servation period. The phase of the carrier, however, changes for each pulse

due to the motion of the target between the pulses, despite the Doppler

shift being negligible within the duration of each pulse. Thus, it is possi-

ble to write

τ̂nm − τnm(k)

≈kTm
λfC

(
vT

xb − xm
‖xb − xm‖

+ vT
xb − xn
‖xb − xn‖

) (3.62)

by using the Taylor series of the square root. This approximation can also

be thought as only considering the movement of the target along the line

between the transmitter and the target as well as along the line between

the target and the receiver. Thus,

ej2πfC(−τnm(k)+τ̂nm) ≈ ej2πkTmfD,nm , (3.63)

and the signal after matched filtering can be written as

ynm(k) =
√
PnmGcnme

j2πfD,nmkTm + ṽnm(k). (3.64)

G is a gain resulting from matched filtering. Any interference caused by

the cross-correlation of the waveforms is assumed to be contained in ṽnm.

The matched filter outputs from different MIMO branches can be stac-

ked into a column vector

y =
[
y11(0) . . . y11(K1 − 1) y12(0) . . . yNM (KM − 1)

]T
. (3.65)

This vector can be written as

y =
√
GΨP1/2c + ξ̃, (3.66)
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where Ψ is a matrix with
∑M

m=1Km rows and MN columns defined as

Ψ =




ψ11 0 . . .

0 ψ12

... . . .

ψ1N

. . .

0 . . . ψNM




, (3.67)

where ψnm is a Doppler phase vector defined as

ψnm =
[
ej2πfD,nm0Tm . . . ej2πfD,nm(Km−1)Tm

]T
, (3.68)

P is a diagonal matrix containing the signal power parameters

P = diag(P11, P12, . . . , PNM ), (3.69)

c is a vector containing the scattering coefficients stacked as

c =
[
c11 c12 . . . cNM

]T
, (3.70)

and ξ̃ is the stacked vector of filtered noise and interference.

For the phases of the returned pulses to be coherent, slow fluctuations

of the target RCS have to be assumed. Thus, only Cases I and III of

the Swerling model can be considered. For the Case I, the log-likelihood

function can be written as

L(y; v) =− yH(ΨP1/2RcP
1/2ΨH + Rξ̃)−1y

− log
[
π
∑
mKm det(ΨP1/2RcP

1/2ΨH + Rξ̃)
]
.

(3.71)

In Case III, the likelihood function can be given in terms of the moments

of normal distribution, but there is no simple formulation for the general

case.

It was shown in Publication VIII that with independent scattering, ort-

hogonal waveforms, and spatially as well as temporally white noise, the

maximum-likelihood velocity estimation in the Swerling Case I can be re-

formulated as

v̂ML = arg max
v

M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

GPnm
σ2
ν +GPnmKm

|ψHnm(v)ynm|2, (3.72)

where σ2
ν is the noise power. Unfortunately, there is no such simplification

for the general case, but v has to be solved from (3.71).
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It is assumed that the power of the received signals and the scattering

covariance matrix are known in (3.72). If target detection has been done

beforehand, P and Rc would have been estimated. Alternatively, it is

possible to do joint estimation of v, P, and Rc from (3.71). In that case,

the parametric model for Rc used in Section 3.4.1 can be used for reducing

the number of parameters that need to be estimated.

3.5 Discussion

In a distributed MIMO radar, the targets are simultaneously illuminated

from multiple angles using different waveforms. This provides an advan-

tage in the scattering from the target, but represents challenges for the

target detection and the parameter estimation processes.

The optimal likelihood ratio tests were derived for detecting Swerling

targets in Gaussian noise. The probability density functions of the test

statistics were derived for Swerling Cases I and II. For Cases III and IV,

the test statistic can be given in terms of multivariate raw Gaussian mo-

ments, and the exact expression would depend on the number of trans-

mitters and receivers. For Cases III and IV, only in the case of white noise

and independent scattering can the expression for the test statistic pro-

bability density function of the SISO configuration be given in a closed

form.

The numerical examples demonstrated that the received signal power

is typically more important than rich scattering in target detection. The-

refore, the SIMO configuration that achieves full beamforming gain and

diversity in the receivers performs generally well. If the SNR is very low

at the receiver, then the SISO configuration is able to amplify the signal

the most leading to the best detection performance. Only for very high va-

lues of SNR is the full-diversity MIMO configuration the best. Employing

hybrid systems with multiple antenna arrays with beamforming capabi-

lities can provide the benefits of all the configurations.

Previously, transmit coding had been mostly studied in colocated MIMO

radar for beampattern optimization, and distributed MIMO radars were

commonly assumed to transmit orthogonal waveforms. It was shown how

precoding can be used to improve the channel estimation in a distributed

MIMO radar and consequently, the target detection as well. The draw-

back is that these precoding methods are only applicable to targets with

slow RCS fluctuations.
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It was shown that by optimizing the transmitter power allocation, the

minimum probability of detection can be increased over the surveillance

area, or the total power consumption decreased while maintaining the

desired level of performance.

While it is commonly assumed that the scattering is independent for a

distributed MIMO radar, there is likely to be correlation in the scattering

in some situations. Taking the possible correlation into account can im-

prove the detection performance, if the correlation can be parametrized

using a few parameters. Using such parametric models leads improved

detection performance compared to a generalized likelihood ratio test that

uses the sample covariance matrix. Although the parametric models are

based on realistic assumptions, they are yet to be validated in practice.

Direction of arrival estimation is possible with MIMO radar configura-

tions that use a coherent array as a receiver, namely the SISO and the

MISO configurations. It was seen that also in direction of arrival estima-

tion, the SNR of the received signal is more important than scattering, so

in the fast fading cases II and IV, there is no benefit of having angular

diversity. In the slow-fading cases, the MISO configuration can be advan-

tageous, but only if the comparable beamforming gain is small.

Even though it was seen in several cases that sacrificing signal power for

diversity in scattering is beneficial only if the SNR is high to begin with,

this did not take into consideration that the target RCS could be signi-

ficantly different at different angles. This is especially true for stealth

targets designed to have low back-scatter and low frontal RCS. Therefore,

distributed MIMO radar that can illuminate and observe the targets from

multiple aspects could actually achieve higher SNR than a monostatic or

a bistatic radar. This benefit is not apparent when only considering the

fluctuations of the RCS and could lead to significant performance gains

when the target mean RCS varies considerably with the aspect angle.

Another important task for radars is estimating the target velocity. It

has been known that a multistatic radar can estimate the velocity vector

of the target instead of the just the radial velocity, and the total magnitude

of this estimate can be larger than the contributions from each Tx–Rx

pair that are limited by the range–Doppler ambiguity. In a MIMO radar,

however, the range-Doppler ambiguity can be avoided by using multiple

pulse repetition frequencies.
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4. Transmit Waveform Code Design

Most MIMO radar detection and estimation methods are based on the as-

sumption that the waveforms transmitted simultaneously from different

transmitters can be separated from each other at the receivers. Typically,

it is therefore assumed that the used waveforms are orthogonal [70, 71],

in which case a bank of matched filters can be used at the receiver to

identify the waveforms. However, it is well-known that designing a set

of waveforms that would be orthogonal for all delays and Doppler shifts

is impossible. Even when only a single waveform is needed, the typical

designs, such as the Barker codes often considered ideal for radar, have a

nonzero peak sidelobe value [12].

Since waveforms that would be exactly orthogonal for any time delay are

impossible to achieve, the goal of waveform design is to design waveforms

with low sidelobes and low cross-correlation. Such waveforms are also

called quasi-orthogonal [72]. This type of waveforms are needed in both

colocated and distributed MIMO radar configurations, as scattering from

targets at different distances results in waveforms received at different,

possibly overlapping delays. The need of several waveforms with good cor-

relation properties renders the waveform design for MIMO radar harder

than optimizing a single waveform for radar use.

The waveforms are typically generated by modulating the transmitted

waveform with a particular code. Depending on how the modulation and

transmission is done, the waveforms can divided into so-called fast-time

and slow-time codes. In the fast-time codes, the each transmitted pulse is

modulated by the entire code sequence. In the slow-time waveforms, con-

secutive pulses are transmitted with each modulated by a single symbol

of the waveform so that several pulses are transmitted before the entire

code sequence has been used. In this thesis, the emphasis is on design of

the slow-time codes, although the provided methods can also be applied
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to fast-time code design.

Auto- and and cross-correlation properties of the waveform are analy-

zed using the ambiguity function. As many radar systems use digital

signal processing in which the received signal is sampled, a sample cross-

ambiguity function is defined in Section 4.1. The problem formulation for

the waveform code optimization is outlined in Section 4.2.

Due to the importance of the radar waveform design, there is a vast

amount of literature on the topic: Synthesis of a desired ambiguity func-

tion was proposed already in [73]. More recent examples include using

simulated annealing and a greedy algorithm for optimizing polyphase sig-

nals in [74] and the design of waveforms with a peak to average power ra-

tio constraint in [48]. Unimodular code design has been proposed in [75]

and [76], for example. The Iterative Quadratic Relaxation (IQR) method

for the waveform design was proposed in Publication III.

The Iterative Quadratic Relaxation method relaxes the original noncon-

vex problem into a convex one and solves it in an iterative fashion in

order to improve the obtained waveforms. It allows for optimization with

a constraint on the peak to average power ratio, including unimodular

waveforms. The objective in particular is designing slow-time codes for

which the Doppler shift can be significant. Nevertheless, the IQR method

is also applicable to fast-time code design. In Section 4.3, the IQR met-

hod is compared with simulated annealing, greedy algorithm, manifold

optimization, and the Maximum Block Improvement method whose use

in waveform optimization was proposed in [77].

What is common in the many publications on the waveform optimiza-

tion is that either continuous-time signals or critically sampled (sampling

rate equal to the symbol rate) signals are considered. However, receivers

typically use digital signal processing and it is necessary to use a sam-

pling rate higher than the critical rate for limiting the straddle loss [78].

Naturally, increased sampling rate also results in decreased range esti-

mation error [36] and higher filter output SNR. In Publication IV, it was

shown that if the Doppler frequency is significant, the sidelobe level of the

waveforms depends on the sampling rate. Thus, it is important that the

sampling rate is taken into account when the waveforms are optimized.

The impact of sampling is examined in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Cross-ambiguity Functions

The waveform correlation properties are typically analyzed with the am-

biguity function. The cross-ambiguity function is defined for narrowband

waveforms as [79]

χij(τ, fD) =

∣∣∣∣
∫
si(t)s

∗
j (t+ τ)ej2πfDtdt

∣∣∣∣
2

, (4.1)

where τ is the time delay and fD is the Doppler frequency of the target. If

narrowband waveforms are deployed, the Doppler shift has negligible im-

pact on the waveform and it affects only the carrier phase of the received

signal. The narrowband condition may be stated as [80]

2vTB

vC
� 1, (4.2)

where v is the speed of the target, TB is the time–bandwidth product of

the waveform, and vC is the propagation speed of the carrier wave.

If the narrowband assumption is not valid, the cross-ambiguity function

has to be written as [80]

χij(τ, fD) =

∣∣∣∣
√
κ

∫
si(t)s

∗
j (κ(t+ τ))ej2πfDtdt

∣∣∣∣
2

. (4.3)

The compression factor κ, which describes how much the duration of the

waveform changes, is given by

κ = 1 +
fD
fC
, (4.4)

where fC is the carrier frequency.

Defining

uj(t+ τ, fD) =
√
κsj(κ(t+ τ))e−j2πfDt, (4.5)

the cross-ambiguity function can be written as

χij(τ, fD) =

∣∣∣∣
∫
si(t)u

∗
j (t+ τ, fD)dt

∣∣∣∣
2

(4.6)

in both narrowband and wideband cases.

As most radars use digital signal processing, sampled discrete-time sig-

nals are mainly of interest. For such signals, the Sample Cross-Ambiguity

Function (SCAF) can be defined as

χij(τ, fD, Ts) =

∣∣∣∣∣Ts
∑

k

si(kTs)u
∗
j (kTs + τ, fD)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (4.7)

where Ts is the sampling interval. The SCAF itself is not a discrete-time

function, as the time delay τ is continuous.1 In general, the normalized
1In fact, its arguments, the delay, the Doppler shift, and the sampling interval,
are all continuous.
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Doppler frequency f cannot be used in the SCAF even though the signal

is sampled as the compression factor κ depends on the actual Doppler

frequency fD. Using the definition of Riemann integral, it can be seen

that as Ts → 0, the SCAF converges to the ordinary ambiguity function if

the ordinary one is integrable.

The peak cross-correlation (PCC) measures of the maximum value of

the cross-ambiguity function in a waveform set. The normalized PCC of

waveform i with sampling interval Ts is defined as

PCCi(Ts) = sup
τ,fD,i 6=j

χij(τ, fD, Ts)

χii(0, 0, Ts)
. (4.8)

It is necessary that the sidelobes of the waveforms are low, which means

that the auto-ambiguity function should be as flat as possible beyond the

main lobe. The normalized peak sidelobe (PSL) is defined as

PSLi(Ts) = sup
(τ,fD)/∈Mi

χii(τ, fD, Ts)

χii(0, 0, Ts)
, (4.9)

where the set Mi is the set of the delays τ and the Doppler frequencies

f that encompass the main lobe of waveform i. An example of this set

could be an ellipsoidMi = {(τ, f)|(τ/τw)2 + (fD/fw)2 ≤ 1}, where τw and

fw are the main peak half-widths in the delay and the Doppler frequency,

respectively.

In the following, waveforms that are linearly modulated trains of rectan-

gular pulses will be considered. Many coding schemes can be used with

such waveforms, including binary, quadrature amplitude modulation, and

polyphase signals. Such codes are commonly used for pulse compression

in radars and for digital modulation in communication systems. However,

frequency modulation cannot be used with this type of waveforms.

It is assumed that the narrowband assumption holds and that the sym-

bol duration is an integer multiple of sampling interval Ts. Consequently,

if ε is a small delay less than Ts and m is an integer, then

χij(mTs + ε, f, Ts) = χij(mTs, f, Ts) (4.10)

as the sampled signals differ only by a phase shift. Therefore, we need

only to consider delays that are integer multiples of the sampling interval

in the SCAF.

4.2 Optimization Problem Formulation

Let the vector sk contain the samples of the kth baseband waveform sk(t),

i.e. (sk)n = sk(nTs), where Ts is the sampling interval. The dimensions
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of sk depend on the number of symbols and sampling rate, and at critical

sampling rate, the sk would be a Ns × 1 vector, where Ns is the number of

symbols.

The problem to be solved is finding a set of waveforms with minimal

PSL and PCC levels, formally

minimize max(α, β) (4.11a)

s.t. PSLi(Ts) ≤ α ∀i (4.11b)

PCCi(Ts) ≤ β ∀i. (4.11c)

The PSL and the PCC are very difficult to optimize directly, so an alter-

native formulation of this problem is desired.

In order to make the waveform optimization more tractable, a delay and

Doppler matrix D(τ, fD, Ts) is defined as

(
D(τ, fD, Ts)

)
n,m

=
√
κTse

j2πfDnTsδh(n),m, (4.12)

where

h(n) =

⌊
nTs + τ

κTs

⌋
(4.13)

and κ is given by (4.4).

Using the delay and Doppler matrix, the sample cross-ambiguity func-

tion can be written as

χij(τ, fD, Ts) =
∣∣∣sHi D(τ, fD, Ts)sj

∣∣∣
2
. (4.14)

Assuming narrowband waveform of rectangular pulses and critical sam-

pling, the delay and Doppler matrix in (4.12) becomes an Ns ×Ns matrix

(Dk,f )n,m =
(
D(kTs, fD, Ts)

)
n,m

= Tse
j2πfDnTsδn+k,m = Tse

j2πfnδn+k,m,

(4.15)

where f = fDTs is the normalized Doppler frequency.

Furthermore, as the PSL and the PCC are invariant to scaling, it can

be assumed without loss of generality that each waveform is normalized

such that

χii(0, 0, Ts) = 1. (4.16)

The PSL and PCC of the ith waveform can now be expressed as

PSLi(Ts) = sup
(k,f)/∈Mk

∣∣∣sHi Dk,fsi

∣∣∣
2

(4.17)

and

PCCi(Ts) = sup
j 6=i,k,f

∣∣∣sHi Dk,fsj

∣∣∣
2
, (4.18)
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where fw is the half-width of the main peak in normalized Doppler fre-

quency.

Setting the main lobe half-width in delay to be one symbol, the task of

minimizing the maximum PSL and PCC of the waveform set can now be

formulated as an optimization problem

minimize max
i,j,k,f

∣∣∣sHi Dk,fsj

∣∣∣
2

|f | ≥ δijδk0fw (4.19a)

s.t. ‖si‖ = 1, ∀i. (4.19b)

The function |sHi Dk,fsj |2 is a continuous, multivariate polynomial and k ∈
Z whereas f ∈ [−1/2, 1/2] due to aliasing. Consequently, the maximum

exists. By discretizing the normalized Doppler frequency, one obtains a

minimax optimization problem of multivariate quartic polynomials on an

oblique manifold.

It is often necessary to constrain the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of po-

wer for each waveform in order to avoid non-idealities of the amplifier in

the front-end. For the linearly modulated sequences of rectangular pulses,

the PAR of the ith waveform is defined as

PARi =
maxk|(si)k|2

1
Ns
‖si‖2

, (4.20)

where Ns is the number of symbols. If the maximum allowed PAR is equal

to PARmax, the constraint on the modulation symbols (si)k can be written

as

|(si)k|2 ≤
PARmax

Ns
∀k, (4.21)

where the normalization ‖si‖ = 1 is assumed.

4.3 Optimization Methods

It was shown in the previous section that the optimization of waveforms

consisting of rectangular pulses can be written as a quartic minimization

on an oblique manifold. Unfortunately, applying manifold optimization

methods directly to this problem is unlikely to yield satisfactory soluti-

ons due large number of local minima. Several possible methods for the

waveform optimization are considered.

4.3.1 Iterative Quadratic Relaxation

The novel iterative quadratic relaxation (IQR) algorithm proposed in Pu-

blication III is based on approximating the quartic problem with a qua-
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dratic one and solving the approximation iteratively. At each iteration, a

new waveform set is obtained from the previous set by solving a quadratic

problem. This is achieved by solving the problem

min max
j,k,f

∣∣∣zHi Dk,fs
(m)
j

∣∣∣
2
, |f | ≥ δk0δijfw (4.22a)

s.t. zHi s
(m)
i = 1, (4.22b)

for zi, where the current waveforms are s
(m)
i and m denotes the iteration.

This problem is quadratically constrained problem (QCP) that is convex

and solvable in polynomial time.

The updated waveform after mth iteration s
(m+1)
i is obtained from the

solution by normalization, i.e.

s
(m+1)
i =

zi
‖zi‖

. (4.23)

The optimization decouples into separate problem for each waveform. Ho-

wever, in order to avoid unwanted increase in the cross-correlation, the

waveforms need to be updated one by one in a serial fashion. When no

significant improvement is achieved with further iterations, it is possible

to improve the solution further by switching back to the original problem

(4.19) and using other optimization approached, such as manifold optimi-

zation or a greedy algorithm. The convergence properties of the IQR are

thus far not known.

The optimization problem (4.22) can be geometrically interpreted as mi-

nimizing the objective function on a hyperplane that is a tangent plane to

the surface of the unit complex hypersphere ‖si‖ = 1 at the point s
(m)
i . A

two-dimensional simplified illustration of this process is shown in Fig.4.1.

After the optimal point on this tangent hyperplane, z?i , has been found, it

has to be projected on the unit complex hypersphere to satisfy the origi-

nal constraint (4.19b) so that the next iteration is done on the tangent of

the unit hypersphere again. In actuality, the problem is multidimensio-

nal and complex-valued, but the iteration process is the same as shown in

Fig.4.1.

For constraining the PAR of the waveform, additional constraints are

needed. These constraints are given by

Re
[(

zi
)∗
k

(
s

(m)
i

)
k

]
≤ PARmax

Ns
∀k. (4.24)

Naturally, this constraint does not guarantee that the PAR of the solution,

z?i , would be less or equal to PARmax. In order to obtain a solution sa-

tisfying the PAR constraint, we first define a vector-valued function z̃i(η)
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s
(m)
i

−2 −1 0 1 2
−2
−1
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1

2

Linear Constraint zHs
(m)
i = 1
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−2
−1
0

1

2

Norm Constraint ‖z‖ = 1

z?i

s
(m+1)
i

Figure 4.1. Illustration of the basic concept of the IQR algorithm in 2D. The linear con-
straint forms a tangent plane to the norm constraint at si. After the solution
of the convex relaxed problem z?i is found, it is projected back to the norm
constraint.

whose elements are given by

(
z̃i(η)

)
k

=





(z?i )k
|(z?i )k|η |(z̃?i )k| > 0

0, otherwise
(4.25)

For η = 0, z̃i(η) is equal to z?i . When η = 1, just the phases of z?i are

retained, so the PAR of z̃i(1) is equal to one. In fact, it is straightforward to

show (a proof is given in Appendix B) that the PAR of z̃i(η) is a decreasing

function on η ∈ [0, 1].

Thus, suitable value for η is easily obtained from the following minimi-

zation problem of one variable

min η (4.26a)

s.t.
maxk|(z̃i(η))k|2

1
Ns
‖z̃i(η)‖2 ≤ PARmax (4.26b)

0 ≤ η ≤ 1. (4.26c)

The updated waveform is then given by

s
(m+1)
j =

z̃i(η)

‖z̃i(η)‖ (4.27)

as scaling does not change the PAR value.

4.3.2 Maximum Block Improvement

Maximum Block Improvement (MBI) is an algorithm for real-valued mul-

tivariate polynomial optimization. It works by increasing the number of
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variables so that a linear relaxation of the multivariate polynomial can be

formed [81]. In many cases, this linearized problem can be solved easily.

At each iteration, the set of relaxed variables that improves the objective

function most is updated.

Solving the waveform optimization problem using MBI algorithm was

proposed in [77]. In order to linearize the problem, the objective function

in 4.19a can be written as

max
i,j,k,f

∣∣∣sHi Dk,fsj

∣∣∣
2

= max
i,j,k,f

sHi Dk,fsjs
H
j DH

k,fsi. (4.28)

The objective function is thus a maximum over homogeneous quartic poly-

nomials. The multilinear relaxation of such polynomials are given by [81]

sHi,1Dk,fsj,2s
H
j,3D

H
k,fsi,4, (4.29)

where each si,n is a similar set of variables as si. This polynomial is ge-

nerally complex-valued, whereas the original objective function is real-

valued, so only the real part is of interest, and the imaginary part can be

disregarded.2 Now, optimizing with respect to one set si,n and keeping the

other variables constant, one obtains a problem

minimize max
i,j,k,f,n

Re(qHi,j,k,f,nsi,n), |f | ≥ δk0δijfw (4.30a)

s.t ‖si,n‖ = 1, (4.30b)

where, for example, qi,j,k,f,1 = Dk,fsj,2s
H
j,3D

H
k,fsi,4 as seen from (4.29). It is

possible to also constrain the PAR with additional constraints

Ns|(si,n)m|2 ≤ PARmax ∀m = 1, . . . , Ns. (4.31)

Alternative formulation3 for the linearized problem is

minimize η (4.32a)

s.t Re(qHmsi,n) ≤ η ∀m (4.32b)

‖si,n‖ = 1, (4.32c)

where the subindices of qi,j,k,f,n have been replaced by a single index m.

This corresponds to shrinking a convex polytope defined by the inequali-

ties Re(qHmsi,n) ≤ η so that there is at least one point of the unit hypersp-

here ‖s̃i,j‖ = 1 within the polytope.

2This is seen also if the objective function is initially converted into a polynomial
of real-valued variables and linearized after that.
3the epigraph form, see [82]
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An analogous problem to finding how much the polytope can be shrunk

while maintaining at least one point on the unit sphere is of course finding

the point on the polytope that is farthest from the center. This equivalent

problem can be formulated as4

maximize ‖s̃i,j‖ (4.33a)

s.t Re(qHmsi,n) ≤ η ∀m. (4.33b)

This is a nonconvex optimization problem. The farthest point must na-

turally be a vertex. It is possible to identify all the vertices, but given

that there many more inequalities compared to the dimensionality of the

problem, this task cannot be completed in polynomial time [83]. Conse-

quently, solving the relaxed linear problem to global optimality at each

iteration of the MBI is not practical and the MBI can be used only in the

approximate sense in this waveform optimization problem. A local opti-

mum of (4.33) can be obtained, for example, by gradient ascent with the

starting direction given by −qk, where k = arg max ‖qi‖.

4.3.3 Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing (SA) is a heuristic search method for finding an

approximate solution to the global optimization of a multivariate or a

combinatorial function [84]. It was used for multiple waveform optimi-

zation in [74]. Similar heuristic approaches include genetic algorithm

used in [85], tabu search used in [86], and the cross-entropy method in

used [87], for example. All of these methods are stochastic search algo-

rithms in which the generation of solution candidates is randomized and

worse solutions can be accepted in order to avoid getting stuck at a local

optimum.

An essential part of the simulated annealing is the randomization met-

hod for forming the solution candidates. The method used in Publication

III is adding a small perturbation with a complex Gaussian distribution

to the waveforms at each update, i.e.

zi = s
(m)
i + εiυi, (4.34)

where υi ∼ CN(0, I) and εi is a small constant. Equations (4.25), (4.26),

and (4.27) can then be used to obtain a candidate solution that satisfies
4It is required now that η > 0 but η can be otherwise chosen freely as it will
merely scale the result and the norm of the vector si,n is of no interest.
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the PAR constraint and the norm constraint as in the iterative quadratic

relaxation.

In order to achieve the best approximate solution using simulated an-

nealing, a modest reheating operation should be applied at the best point

of the initial optimization for a possibility to improve the solution further

to a better local optimum nearby. This approach differs from the greedy

optimization taken in [74].

4.3.4 Greedy Optimization

Greedy waveform optimization can be carried out by modifying a single

symbol in the waveform set until a minimum of the objective function, in

this case (4.19a), has been found. Each symbol is optimized in turn until

no improvement can be made by modifying any single symbol. This type

of optimization was used in [74] to improve the solution found using the

simulated annealing, but it can be used in combination with any other

optimization approach or on its own.

The PAR constraint can be easily accommodated into the greedy opti-

mization by making sure that (4.21) is satisfied for the symbol being mo-

dified. It is still necessary to satisfy the norm constraint (4.19b). This

is achieved by scaling the other symbols by (1 − |(si)k|2)(
∑

n6=k|(si)n|2)−1,

when the kth symbol is being optimized.

4.3.5 Optimization Example

The previous optimization methods were compared in Publication III by

optimizing a set of waveforms to have minimum PSL and PCC levels. The

waveform set consisted of four polyphase waveforms with 40 symbols in

each. The optimization was done starting from five different initial points

either with no PAR constraint, or PAR constrained to 1.5 or to 1, the last

case corresponding to constant-modulus waveforms.

In addition to the optimization methods of the previous section, a quasi-

Newton method on the manifold was also used. Furthermore, the greedy

algorithm was used in conjunction with the other algorithms to see if the

optimized waveforms can be improved the further.

The IQR method was found to be the best in Publication III in an opti-

mization of four waveforms with 40 symbols in each. Table 4.1 shows the

results of the optimization of a 4 × 80 waveform set. The results in this

case are similar as in the 4 × 40 case with the IQR and the SA being the
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Table 4.1. Average PSL and PCC of the optimized waveform sets. Maximum of PSL and
PCC averaged over random 20 initializations for the 4 × 80 waveform sets.
PAR constraint increases the PSL and PCC only slightly. The benefit of using
the greedy optimization with the other methods is mostly insignificant. IQR
performed the best.

Method Maximum PAR

∞ 1.5 1.0

SA -11.77 -11.61 -11.61

SA+Greedy -11.79 -11.62 -11.61

Manifold -10.84 -10.86 -10.64

Manifold+Greedy -10.97 -11.07 -10.75

IQR -12.04 -11.76 -11.15

IQR+Greedy -12.04 -11.76 -11.44

Greedy -9.96 -10.37 -10.00

MBI -9.10 -8.90 -9.10

best followed by the quasi-Newton on the manifold. The differences bet-

ween these methods are small, while the MBI and the greedy algorithm

are not as good. Given that the average PSL and PCC level for the initial

waveforms is −9.09 dB, MBI has resulted in hardly any gain.

The PAR constraint has only a small impact on the achieved PSL and

PCC level. As a low PAR simplifies the transmitter design, it would thus

be sensible to use low-PAR or constant-modulus waveforms.

4.4 Sampled Waveforms

Digital signal processing is commonly used in radar receivers, so under-

standing the properties of the sampled waveforms is crucial. Critical

sampling is often assumed in the literature, yet it might be necessary to

use a sampling rate higher than the critical rate for limiting the straddle

loss [78]. This holds also for rectangular pulses as ideal rectangular pul-

ses contain discontinuities and are thus not physically realizable. In order

for there to be an equal number of samples for each symbol of the wa-

veform, the oversampling rate should be an integer multiple of the sym-

bol rate. Otherwise, the shape of the sampled waveform would not match

the original and the shape would also depend on the delay of the sampled

waveform.

In this section, it is assumed that the waveforms consists of rectangu-
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lar pulses and the narrowband assumption holds. As discussed in con-

nection with (4.10), the sample cross-ambiguity function changes only at

delays that are integer multiples of the sampling interval. Thus, it is suf-

ficient to only look at these points. If the waveforms are then sampled

at an oversampling rate that is an integer multiple of the symbol rate,

it can be shown that the points of the sample cross-ambiguity function

are below the connecting points of the sample cross-ambiguity of the non-

oversampled waveform.5 This statement can be written in the form of a

theorem:

Theorem 1. Let si(t) and sj(t) be two narrowband sequences of rectan-

gular pulses sampled at sampling rate that is an integer multiple of the

symbol rate and A ∈ Z+. Then for k = 0, 1, . . . A,

χij

((
n+

k

A

)
Ts, fD,

1

A
Ts

)

≤
(

1− k

A

)
χij (nTs, fD, Ts) +

k

A
χij
(
(n+ 1)Ts, fD, Ts

)
.

(4.35)

The proof of this theorem was given in Publication IV.

The consequence of Theorem 1 is that the peak cross-correlation does

not change as the sampling rate is increased by an integer factor:

Corollary 1. Assume a set of narrowband waveforms consisting of rectan-

gular pulses. If A ∈ Z+, then

PCCi(A
−1Ts) ≤ PCCi(Ts). (4.36)

The proof is obvious, as the maximum of the sample cross-ambiguity of

the oversampled waveform must be less than the maximum of the non-

oversampled one.

Unfortunately, Theorem 1 does not guarantee that the peak sidelobe

level would not increase. Even though Theorem 1 holds for any auto-

ambiguity function and any normalized Doppler fD, it does not prevent

large sidelobes from forming at frequencies that fall into the main lobe of

the non-oversampled waveform.

An example of the increasing PSL from Publication IV is displayed in

Fig.4.2. This figure shows the range cuts of the SCAF of the quadrature

phase shift keying (QPSK) waveform {−1, −1, 1, i, −1, 1, −1, 1, i, −1, 1,

1}. In Fig.4.2(a), the Doppler frequency is zero, so the main lobe is shown

5Given that the SCAF is constant for each sampling interval for narrowband
waveforms of rectangular pulses, the value of the SCAF of higher sampling rate
can be higher than that of the lower sampling rate. However, there is no peak
that would be higher for the higher sampling rate.
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for all the sampling rates. In Fig.4.2(b), the Doppler frequency is equal

to the symbol rate, so for critical sampling rate, the normalized Doppler

frequency is equal to zero because of aliasing. For the oversampled am-

biguity functions, the normalized Doppler frequency is nonzero and side-

lobes can form underneath the main lobe of the critically sampled signal.

Theorem 1 guarantees only that the sidelobes with the higher sampling

rate will be below the main lobe of the original signal. Hence, we have a

following lemma

Lemma 2. If A ∈ Z+, then there exists narrowband waveforms consisting

of rectangular pulses such that

PSLi(A
−1Ts) > PSLi(Ts). (4.37)

Given that the peak sidelobe level depends on the sampling rate, it is

evident that if a waveform has an optimal PSL at one sampling rate, it

might not be optimal at some other sampling rate.

Corollary 2. The waveform with optimal PSL generally depends on the

sampling rate.

This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2. However, it should be noted

that even if the PSL does not increase when the sampling rate is increa-

sed, the waveform could still be suboptimal, and furthermore, there could

be cases in which a waveform has optimal PSL for any sampling rate.

An example of the dependence of the PSL on the sampling rate is shown

in Table 4.2, reproduced from Publication IV. This table shows the PSL

of three waveforms with the optimal PSL level when sampled at either

critical sampling rate (Waveform 1), two times the critical rate (Waveform

2), or three times the critical rate (Waveform 3). The waveform was a 12-

symbol QPSK waveform and the optimization was done by an exhaustive

search, so the waveforms are globally optimal for each sampling rate. It

is clear that the PSL, and thus, the optimal waveform, depends on the

sampling rate.

4.5 Discussion

Waveform design and waveform coding for MIMO radars are difficult non-

convex problems. For waveforms consisting of rectangular pulses, the pro-

blem of designing the waveforms with minimal sidelobe level and cross-

correlation can be written as a quartic minimax problem on an oblique
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Figure 4.2. Ambiguity function cut for the QPSK waveform optimized for critical sam-
pling for (a) zero Doppler and (b) Doppler frequency equal to the symbol fre-
quency. For critical sampling (rate 1), the normalized Doppler is zero for both
cases, but equal to a 1/2 and 1/3 for the oversampling rates 2 and 3, respecti-
vely. Given that the main lobe of the critically sampled waveform is at this
frequency, the high sidelobes have developed for the oversampled waveform.
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Table 4.2. Optimized Waveform PSL. Peak sidelobe level of the QPSK waveforms opti-
mized for each sampling rate Publication IV in linear scale. Sampling rates
are multiples of the symbol rate. It is seen that the optimal waveform clearly
depends on the sampling rate.

Sampling rate 1 2 3

Waveform 1 0.1497 0.4184 0.1870

Waveform 2 0.1688 0.1389 0.1389

Waveform 3 0.1880 0.2101 0.1253

manifold. An Iterative Quadratic Relaxation method was proposed for

obtaining approximate solutions to the waveform design problem. This

method can also handle peak-to-average power constraints.

The IQR method was found to perform better than the compared met-

hods in the waveform optimization task. Also the simulated annealing

method with reheating provided good results. The Maximum Block Im-

provement proposed for waveform optimization in the literature was found

to be unsuitable for optimization of the PSL and PCC levels. Further-

more, it was seen that the cost of PAR power constraint on the sidelobe

level and cross-correlation is generally small, so it would make sense to

impose a PAR constraint on the waveforms.

Radar receivers typically use digital signal processing, so the received

signal is sampled. Previous literature has mostly ignored the impact on

sampling, and the waveforms have been designed for continuous or cri-

tically sampled signals. It was shown that the sampling rate affects the

PSL level even for narrowband waveforms of rectangular pulses. It is thus

necessary to take the sampling rate into account already at the waveform

design phase.
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5. Receiver Filter Design

In order to separate the received waveforms, MIMO radars generally need

to use waveforms with low cross-correlation. Due to the difficulty of the

waveform design problem, it might not be possible to find waveforms with

sufficiently low sidelobe and cross-correlation levels. In such cases, it is

possible to decrease these levels by employing mismatched filtering at the

radar receiver [88]. By using a bank of mismatched filters, the peak cross-

correlation and peak autocorrelation values can be reduced at the cost

of reduced SINR. Furthermore, mismatched filtering makes interference

and clutter attenuation possible.

Mismatched filter designs for fast-time codes with negligible Doppler

shift have been proposed for example in [89], [90], and [91]. A design

minimizing interference and jamming power while maintaining desired

autocorrelation sidelobe and cross-correlation levels was proposed in Pu-

blication VI. Filters suitable for slow-time codes have been proposed for

example in [92], in which the integrated sidelobe level was optimized also

for nonzero Doppler shifts. However, the peak sidelobe level cannot be

constrained with the given method. A mismatched filter design method

that minimizes the interference and noise power at the filter output while

maintaining desired peak sidelobe and cross-correlation levels over any

Doppler frequencies was initially proposed in Publication V and develo-

ped further in Publication I. The mismatched filter design is discussed in

Section 5.1.

Radars often operate in a hostile environment with intentional interfe-

rence aimed at disrupting the operation of the radar. In order to under-

stand the possible threat of such jamming, the optimal jamming signal co-

variance matrix was derived in Publication II. The insight obtained from

the optimal jamming signal is useful for developing countermeasures for

jamming and is discussed in Section 5.2.
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5.1 Mismatched Filter Design

Improving the orthogonality of the signals at the receiver is possible using

mismatched filters. In mismatched filtering, the received signal is corre-

lated with a modified version of the transmitted waveform instead of the

exact copy. It is known that the matched filter that correlates the trans-

mitted waveform with itself maximizes the SNR in additive white Gaus-

sian noise, but the peak autocorrelation sidelobe is fixed for such a filter.

Mismatched filters have been traditionally used in radars to decrease the

sidelobes at the cost of a reduced SNR [88].

There are multiple studies on mismatched filter design for fast-time co-

des with a negligible Doppler shift. Previously, clutter rejection with mis-

matched filtering for binary sequences has been proposed in [89]. Mis-

matched filter with Pareto-optimal integrated sidelobe level and the peak

sidelobe level was developed in [90]. Mismatched filterbank design for

MIMO radars was considered in [91] for limiting the peak autocorrela-

tion sidelobe and cross-correlation levels. It was shown in Publication VI

that it is important to minimize or control the interference and jamming

power of the filter output while maintaining desired autocorrelation side-

lobe and cross-correlation levels. If this is not done, the interference could

be inadvertently amplified.

If slow-time coding is used, moving targets induce Doppler frequencies

significantly different from zero. Hence, taking the Doppler shift into

account is crucial for radar operation as even a small Doppler shift can

result in a large sidelobe in an otherwise good autocorrelation function.

Doppler shift were taken into account in the filter design in [92] constrai-

ning the integrated sidelobe level, but peak sidelobe level could not be

constrained. The mismatched filter design method initially proposed in

Publication V minimizes the interference and noise power at the filter

output while maintaining desired peak sidelobe and cross-correlation le-

vels over all Doppler frequencies. In Publication I, the proposed design

was extended to properly attenuate interference, jamming and clutter as

well as limit signal cancellation. The proposed filter design is outlined in

Section 5.1.1.

The proposed method of minimizing the interference and noise power

requires the interference plus noise covariance matrix to be known or es-

timated reliably. If there is no auxiliary channel for the estimation, the

transmitter cannot be turned off while the noise plus interference sta-
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tistics are estimated, or target-free bins cannot be identified due to low

SINR, the interference plus noise covariance matrix estimate will also

contain a desired signal component, which can lead to signal cancellation.

The filter optimization problem is formulated so that the signal cancella-

tion within the Doppler bin can be constrained to a desired level.

The proposed filter design method is based on sum-of-squares repre-

sentation of nonnegative polynomials. This enables a conversion of the

constraints with continuous Doppler frequency into positive-semidefinite

(PSD) matrix constraints [93]. The sum-of-squares representation has

been previously used in radar waveform design for optimizing the worst

case SNR with respect to the received Doppler [48]. However, it has not

been used before to limit the peak sidelobe and cross-correlation levels.

A formulation of the mismatched filter design using the sum-of-squares

representation is given in Section 5.1.2. In order to obtain a convex opti-

mization problem, semidefinite relaxation (SDR) is employed. SDR is an

optimization method in which nonconvex functions are relaxed into con-

vex ones greatly simplifying the way the problem has to be solved [94].

The solution of the SDR problem is a matrix from which the filter coeffi-

cients have to be extracted. If the solution is a rank-one matrix, factoriza-

tion of the solution yields a filter vector that is a globally optimal solution

of the original problem. Otherwise, a randomization method described in

Section 5.1.3 can be used to find the actual filter coefficients.

As the computational complexity of the SDR problem can be high, a dis-

cretized filter design that can be formulated as a convex quadratically

constrained problem (QCP) was proposed in Publication I. Approximate

solutions to this problem can be found with significantly reduced compu-

tational complexity. It is seen in Section 5.1.4 that a filter designed with

the proposed method can provide a significant gain in SINR compared to

the matched filter while maintaining sidelobes and cross-correlation at

tolerable level.

Mismatched filtering can be used also for mitigating clutter. It is shown

in Section 5.1.5 that target detection can be improved by proper attenu-

ation of clutter with mismatched filters. As the proposed filter design

method contains several user-defined parameters, selecting their values

is discussed in Section 5.1.6.
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5.1.1 Filter Design Principle

In MIMO radar, multiple waveforms are transmitted simultaneously and

a receiver filter need to be designed for each waveform. The receiver filters

can be optimized independent of each other, so the filter design process

can be repeated for each of the employed waveforms to form a filterbank.

The proposed mismatched filter design can be applied to both distributed

and colocated MIMO radar configurations.

The length of the mismatched filter can be chosen more freely than the

length of the transmitted waveform. What typically would limit the filter

length is the delay due to causality and limitations in processing power

if the filter needs to be optimized in real time. Generally, the number of

filter coefficients is around two or three times the number of waveform

samples.

The filter coefficients are denoted by an L×1 vector w. It is assumed that

the waveforms consist ofNs symbols and that the symbols of the waveform

k are {sk,1, sk,2 . . . sk,Ns}. Define the nth element of a L×1 waveform vector

as

(
sk(m)

)
n

=




sk,n+m, 1 ≤ n+m ≤ Ns

0, otherwise
(5.1)

where m is the propagation delay of the received waveform, so sk contains

some (or all) of the waveform symbols depending on the delay. Without

loss of generality, sk can be normalized such that

‖sk(0)‖ = 1. (5.2)

The received signal can be written as

Akuk(m, fD,k) + ν, (5.3)

where Ak is a complex amplitude parameter that takes into account pro-

pagation effects and scattering, u is a delayed and Doppler-shifted wa-

veform as defined in (4.5), fD,k is the Doppler frequency, and ν is a vector

of random noise and interference. With the narrowband assumption,

uk(m, fD,k) = sk(m)�ψ(fk) (5.4)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication, ψ is a Doppler phase vec-

tor, and fk is now the normalized Doppler frequency. The Doppler phase

vector is defined as

ψ(f) =
[
1 e−j2πf . . . e−j2π(L−1)f

]
, (5.5)
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where j is the imaginary unit.

For receiving the signal in the Doppler bin with a frequency fb, the filter

design minimizing the interference and noise power at the filter output

can be written as a optimization problem [95]

min
w

wHRνw (5.6a)

s.t wHu(0, fb) = 1, (5.6b)

where Rν is the interference plus noise covariance matrix. The solution

to this problem,

w =
R−1

ν u(0, fb)

u(0, fb)HR−1
ν u(0, fb)

, (5.7)

is the well-known minimum-variance distortionless response (MVDR) be-

amformer [96, 97]. However, this design has the disadvantage that the

cross-correlation and autocorrelation sidelobes cannot be controlled so

that tolerable levels could be guaranteed. Hence, additional constraints

are required leading to an improved formulation for the filter design pro-

blem.

The peak sidelobe (PSL) and the peak cross-correlation (PCC) are defi-

ned for the kth waveform as

PSL = max
f,m

∣∣wHuk(m, f)]
∣∣2, |f − fb| ≥ δ0mfw (5.8)

PCC = max
f,i,m

∣∣wHui(m, f)]
∣∣2, i 6= k, (5.9)

where δij is the Kronecker delta, fw is the half-width of the main lobe in

frequency, m = −L + 1, . . . , L − 1, and f ∈ [−1
2 ,

1
2 ] due to the sampling

theorem and aliasing. The PSL and the PCC are convex functions in w.

Using a mismatched filter causes a decrease in the SNR of the filter

output, so it might also be necessary to control the SNR loss of the filter.

The SNR loss is defined as

|sHk (0)sk(0)|2/
(
σ2
νs
H
k (0)sk(0)

)

|wHsk(0)|2/
(
σ2
νw

Hw
) = ‖w‖2 (5.10)

in linear scale, where σ2
ν is the noise power and (5.2) and (5.6b) were used.

The design of mismatched filters that minimize the output interference

plus noise power and have controlled PSL, PCC, and SNR loss was for-

mulated in Publication V and Publication I as the following constrained
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optimization problem

min wHRνw (5.11a)

s.t max
f

∣∣wHuk(m, f)
∣∣2 ≤ α, |f − fb| ≥ δ0mfw (5.11b)

max
f

∣∣wHui(m, f)
∣∣2 ≤ β, i 6= k (5.11c)

wHw ≤ γ, (5.11d)

wHu(0, fb) = 1, (5.11e)

where α and β are the maximum allowed PSL and PCC, respectively, whe-

reas γ is the constraint on the SNR loss. The constants α, β, and γ are all

user-defined design parameters. Equation (5.11e) is needed to maintain

the unit gain to the waveform of interest at zero delay. The target Doppler

shift is unknown, but a mismatched filter can be computed for each Dop-

pler bin. In the noise-only case, it is obvious that minimizing wHRνw is

tantamount to minimizing the SNR loss. In such cases, it would be sensi-

ble to minimize max(α, β) instead of the output noise power, for example.

The center frequency of the Doppler bin generally does not match the

actual Doppler of the target, which causes an SNR loss similar to Doppler

straddling. Furthermore, if the estimated noise and interference covari-

ance matrix contains also the waveform of interest, signal cancellation

can take place. However, it was shown in Publication I that these los-

ses are intrinsically constrained by the SNR loss constraint (5.11d). The

signal loss compared to the matched filter is defined as
∣∣∣uH(0, fb)uk(0, f)

∣∣∣
2

∣∣∣wHuk(0, f)
∣∣∣
2 (5.12)

in linear scale. It was shown in Publication I that the signal loss is less or

equal to (
1−

√
γ − 1

|uH(0, fb)uk(0, f)|2
)−2

(5.13)

Since the objective function and all the constraints in the problem (5.11)

are convex [82], the problem itself is convex. However, given that the

normalized Doppler frequency f is continuous and can take any value

on the interval from −1
2 to 1

2 , we cannot solve the filter design problem

as an ordinary quadratically constrained program, as an infinite number

of constraints would be required to satisfy (5.11b) and (5.11c). However,

this type of constraints can be readily converted into positive-semidefinite

matrix constraints by using the sum-of-squares representation [93].
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5.1.2 Semidefinite Filter Optimization

The mismatched filter optimization problem can be converted into a se-

midefinite problem using the sum-of-squares representation of the ine-

quality constraints. In order to use this representation, the constraints

(5.11b) and (5.11c) have to be converted into trigonometric polynomials

that are then required to be nonnegative. The resulting constraints con-

tain quadratic equality constraints, so semidefinite relaxation has to be

applied to obtain a convex problem. It was shown in Publication I that

the relaxed problem can be written as

min tr(WRv) (5.14a)

s.t zk,0 = FH
L [diag(FLUk,0F

H
L ) + µ� diag(FL−1Y0F

H
L−1)] (5.14b)

zi,m = FH
L diag(FLUi,mFH

L ), (i,m) 6= (k, 0) (5.14c)

tr(W) ≤ γ (5.14d)

tr
{
Wuk(0, fb)uk(0, fb)

H
}

= 1 (5.14e)

W ∈ HL+, Ui,m ∈ HL+, Y0 ∈ HL−1
+ , (5.14f)

where the optimization variables are W, Ui,m and Y0, and HL+ is the set

of L × L Hermitian PSD matrices. The notation (i,m) 6= (k, 0) means

that both i = k and m = 0 cannot hold simultaneously. FL and FL−1 are

truncated discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrices containing L and

L − 1 first columns of a full DFT matrix, respectively. The jth element of

the coefficient vector zi,m is defined as

(zi,m)j = δ0jα−
L−j∑

n=1

(W)j+n,n(si(m))∗j+n(si(m))n (5.15)

for i = k and as

(zi,m)j = δ0jβ −
L−j∑

n=1

(W)j+n,n(si(m))∗j+n(si(m))n (5.16)

for i 6= k. The elements of vector µ are defined as

µn = cos(2π(n− 1)/ND − π − fb)− cos(π + fb − 2πfw), (5.17)

where ND is the number of DFT points (number of rows in FL and FL−1).

The number of DFT points must satisfy a condition ND ≥ 2L− 1.

The problem in (5.14) is a convex optimization problem so the global

optimum can be found efficiently [82]. A method to constrain the signal

cancellation further than the intrinsic bound in (5.13) by using either a

convex on a nonconvex constraint is provided in Publication I.
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5.1.3 Randomization

The solution of the optimization problem (5.14) is a positive-semidefinite

matrix. If the solution is Wo and its rank is equal to one, the filter coef-

ficients may be found by using factorization Wo = wow
H
o . In this case,

the filter coefficient vector w is the globally optimal solution to the non-

relaxed problem [94]. Given that the problem using the sum-of-squares

representation is just an alternative formulation of the original problem

in (5.11), the factorization w of the rank-one matrix is also the globally

optimal solution of the original problem (5.11).

If the rank of the relaxed problem solution is larger than one, a rando-

mization approach can be used to obtain the filter coefficients [94]. This

is done by generating random solution candidates w̃ from the complex

normal distribution,

w̃ ∼ CN(0,Wo) (5.18)

as the desired coefficient vector is complex-valued. However, the proba-

bility for the randomized candidates to satisfy the unit gain constraint

(5.11e) is zero. This can be fixed with a projection. Projecting w̃ to be

orthogonal to sk(0) using a projection matrix

Γ = I− sk(0)sHk (0), (5.19)

one has sHk (0)Γw̃ = 0. The SNR loss constraint (5.11d) can be satisfied

by scaling Γw̃ so that its norm does not exceed
√
γ − 1. Thus, a filter

coefficient vector

w = sk(0) + min

(
1,

√
γ − 1

‖Γw̃‖

)
Γw̃ (5.20)

will satisfy both (5.11d) and (5.11e). Numerous such filter coefficient vec-

tors can be generated easily and the one that provides the lowest interfe-

rence power at the output with suitable PSL and PCC levels can be chosen

for the final filter.

5.1.4 Approximate Filter Design

For optimizing a filter with L coefficients for receiving a waveform in a set

of K waveforms with Ns symbols, the number of L × L positive semidefi-

nite matrices required for the relaxed SDP in (5.14) is 1 +K(Ns + L− 1),

which can lead to a very high computational complexity. Therefore, a fil-

ter design approach using discretized the Doppler frequency instead of

the sum-of-squares representation was proposed in Publication I.
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Discretizing the Doppler frequency is similar to some finite impulse-

response filter design approaches [98]. The impact of the discretization

is that the PSL and PCC constraints are not satisfied between the grid

points, so the user-defined PSL and PCC levels are only approximate. A

sufficiently dense grid of Doppler points is needed to make this approxi-

mate method valid.

Given a grid of Doppler frequencies fj , j = 1, 2, . . ., the approximate

filter design can be written as an optimization problem

min wHRw (5.21a)

s.t
∣∣wHuk(m, fj)

∣∣2 ≤ α, |fj − fb| ≥ δ0mfw (5.21b)
∣∣wH [si(m)� u(fj)]

∣∣2 ≤ β, i 6= k (5.21c)

wHw ≤ γ, (5.21d)

wHu(0, fb) = 1. (5.21e)

This is a convex quadratically constrained problem from which the fil-

ter coefficients w are obtained directly. For Doppler values between the

points fj , (5.21b) and (5.21c) do not necessarily hold anymore. However,

|wHui(m, f)]
∣∣2 varies smoothly as a function of the Doppler frequency f ,

so by using an increasingly denser set of points, the amount by which the

maximum PSL and PCC values exceed α or β can be made arbitrarily

small.

The number of constraints in (5.21) depends linearly on the number

of the Doppler grid points. As the number of iterations required for an

interior-point method to converge is independent on the number of con-

straints [82], the computational complexity of solving this approximate

problem grows only linearly with the number of grid points when every-

thing else is kept constant.

The interference-free case of the approximate mismatched filter design

problem can be written as

min max(α, β) (5.22a)

s.t
∣∣wHuk(m, fj)

∣∣2 ≤ α, |fj − fb| ≥ δ0mfw (5.22b)
∣∣wHui(m, fj)

∣∣2 ≤ β, i 6= k (5.22c)

wHw ≤ γ, (5.22d)

wHu(0, fb) = 1. (5.22e)

It should be noted that in this case, there is no need to calculate the mis-

matched filter for each Doppler bin, but the same filter can used by modu-

lating the coefficients with the desired frequency. If no Doppler frequency
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points other than fj = 0 are considered, the optimization problem beco-

mes essentially the same as the one presented in [91].

The matched and mismatched filter for the waveforms of [74] are com-

pared in Fig.5.1. The mismatched filters were designed to minimize the

PSL and PCC. The plots show maximum cross-ambiguity taken over the

normalized Doppler frequency of the filters for receiving the waveform

two in Fig.5.1(a) or waveform four in Fig.5.1(b). Compared to the matched

filter, the mismatched filters clearly improve the PSL and the PCC levels.

The difference between the optimal SDR filter and the approximate QCP

designs is negligible.

An example of interference mitigation with PSL and PCC level control

from Publication I is shown in Table 5.1. In this example, mismatched

filters were designed for a set of three 61-symbol-long Oppermann codes

[39]. The baseline is the matched filter with a PSL of −12.90 dB and a

PCC of −9.13 dB. The interference was a Gaussian random process with

an autocorrelation function

χν(m) = σ2
ν

(L−m)(L−m+ 1)(2L+m+ 1)

L(L+ 1)(2L+ 1)
ej2πm/7, (5.23)

where σ2
ν was chosen so that the interference to noise ratio (INR) was 20

dB.

The MVDR filter minimizes the output interference power and its SINR

gain is 9.30 dB. However, the effective interference mitigation comes at

the cost of increased PSL at −9.27 dB and PCC at −8.14 dB.

Mismatched filters with 121 coefficients were optimized according to dif-

ferent objectives using the discretized Doppler frequency with 256 points.

If only the SNR loss was constrained to 1 dB and the PSL and the PCC

minimized, the SINR gain was −1.92 dB implying that the interference

is amplified. However, if the mismatched filter is designed according to

(5.21) to minimize the output interference power with the same SNR loss

constraint, an SINR gain of 8.40 dB is achieved with the PSL and the PCC

at −11.21 dB and −10.95 dB, respectively. Thus, excellent trade-off can be

achieved between interference mitigation and the PSL and the PCC levels

with the proposed mismatched filter design. In the proposed filter optimi-

zation design, one can select the trade-off between different design goals

in a flexible manner.

The interference plus noise covariance matrix needed in the filter op-

timization is typically not known and needs to be estimated. This was

simulated by estimating the covariance matrix 121 samples of the recei-
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Figure 5.1. Maximum cross-ambiguity of the receiver filters for the waveform two in [74]
and (a) the waveform two or (b) the waveform four. Lower sidelobes are achie-
ved with the mismatched filters. The difference between the SDR and the
approximate QCP filters is small.
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Table 5.1. Mismatched Filter Optimization for Oppermann Codes. The PSL and the PCC
levels as well as the interference suppression are compared in dB for different
filter designs. The proposed filter can provide good interference mitigation
with low PSL and PCC levels, even when the covariance matrix estimate is
used. Averaging was done over 100 trials using a covariance matrix estimate.

Filter Type PSL PCC SNR Loss SINR Gain

Matched −12.90 −9.13 0.00 0.00

MVDR −9.79 −8.14 1.48 9.30

Min PSL&PCC −11.58 −11.30 1.00 −1.91

Proposed −11.22 −10.95 0.78 8.40

Proposed, R̂ Avg. −11.19 −10.96 0.83 6.87

ved signal containing the waveform of interest with a SNR of 5 dB and the

interfering signal as well as noise. The filter optimization was performed

in one hundred independent trials using the estimated covariance matrix

R̂ and the results were averaged and then converted into dB. The average

SINR gain was 6.87 dB, whereas the PSL was −11.19 dB and the PCC

was −10.96 dB. Despite using the covariance matrix estimate, the inter-

ference was still attenuated effectively without significant changes in the

PSL and PCC levels.

Another example of mismatched filtering is shown Fig.5.2. Three tar-

gets are located in range bins 30, 50, and 100 having normalized Doppler

frequencies 0.2, −0.3, and 0.1, respectively. The SNR of the signal from

each target is 5 dB. The interfering signal is same as previously with an

INR of 20 dB. The range–Doppler plot of the matched filter is shown in

Fig.5.2(a). None of the targets can be seen because of the strong interfe-

rence. Mismatched filter was calculated for each Doppler bin so that the

PSL and PCC were at same level as with the matched filter and the in-

terference power was minimized. In the resulting range-Doppler plot in

Fig.5.2(b), the targets can be observed easily.

The trade-off between the interference mitigation and the PSL and PCC

levels is highlighted in Fig. 5.3 displaying the Pareto frontier of the hig-

hest SINR gain and the lowest achievable PSL and PCC level. The lower

left point in Fig. 5.3 corresponds to the minimum PSL and PCC design

whereas the upper right point is the MVDR filter with no PSL or PCC

constraints. It can be seen that either SINR gain or the PSL and PCC

level can be improved without a significant penalty in the other in this

case.
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Figure 5.2. Range–Doppler plots for (a) matched filter and (b) mismatched filters. The
targets are buried in the interference when the matched filter is used but are
clearly distinguishable with the mismatched filtering.
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Figure 5.3. Pareto frontier of the mismatched filter design showing the best achievable
combinations of the SINR gain and the minimum PSL and PCC. Filters with
an excellent trade-off between the PSL and PCC level and the SINR gain can
be achieved along the Pareto curve.

5.1.5 Clutter Mitigation

The mismatched filter can also be used in mitigation of strong, spatially

discrete clutter. This type of clutter is present in low-angle land clutter,

for example [99]. The clutter signal in a particular range–Doppler bin is

equal to

rc(m, fb) =
∑

i,n

Ãi,nsi(m̃i,n −m)� u(f̃D,i,n − fb), (5.24)

where Ãi,n is the amplitude, m̃i,n is the delay, and f̃D,i,n is the Doppler

frequency of clutter source n for waveform i (the waveform-dependency of

the quantities is for a radar system with distributed transmitters). Assu-

ming that the clutter is strong, estimating its power, delay, and Doppler

is trivial. The clutter can then be mitigated by finding W that minimizes

the objective function

wHRνwH + |wHrc(m, fb)| (5.25)

or, alternatively for the SDR problem,

tr(WRν) + tr
{
Wrc(m, fb)r

H
c (m, fb)

}
. (5.26)

The downside of this approach is that each range–Doppler bin needs its

own filters.

A demonstration of clutter mitigation using mismatched filters is shown

in Fig.5.4. The setup is the same as in Fig.5.2 for the targets and interfe-

rence, but there is also a strong, isolated clutter source with a normalized
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Doppler frequency of−0.1 and a clutter to noise ratio of 15 dB in the range

bin number 70. The mismatched filter can be used to mitigate the interfe-

rence, but it is difficult to detect the targets because of the high sidelobes

from the clutter in Fig.5.4(a). When the combined clutter and interference

power is minimized in each range–Doppler bin in Fig.5.4(b), the targets

the targets can be easily detected and resolved.

5.1.6 PSL and PCC Level Selection

Having good interference rejection and achieving low PSL and PCC levels

are competing design goals and both cannot be optimal simultaneously.

An adequate trade-off between these objectives depends on the task at

hand as well as the interference and the propagation environments.

Assume, for example, that the power of one of the received waveforms

is significantly higher compared to the other waveforms. If the allowed

PCC level of the filter is equal for all the waveforms, the strong waveform

will cause added interference. However, this interference can be reduced

simply by using mismatched filters with decreased cross-correlation level

for the powerful waveform.

As an example of sidelobe level selection, we consider the detection of

a Swerling I type target in Gaussian noise and with constant false alarm

rate. It is well-known that the uniformly most powerful test of detecting

this type of target compares the filter output power to a threshold ζ, which

depends on the interference and noise power as well as the chosen con-

straint on the probability of false alarm pf ,

pf = Prob(|wHν|2 ≥ ζ) (5.27)

Since the noise plus interference ν is a zero-mean complex Gaussian pro-

cess with the covariance matrix Rν ,

wHν ∼ CN(0,wHRνw), (5.28)

and the threshold value is given by

ζ = wHRνwC−1
χ2
2

(1− pf ) = −wHRνw 2 log pf , (5.29)

where C−1
χ2
2

is the inverse cumulative distribution function of central chi-

square random variable with two degrees of freedom.

The sidelobe level α can be chosen so that the probability of incorrectly

detecting the target range or Doppler due to a sidelobe is equal to pe. This

requirement can be written as

Prob(|α1/2a+ wHν|2 ≥ ζ) = pe, (5.30)
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Figure 5.4. Range–Doppler plots for (a) mismatched filters with interference mitigation
and (b) mismatched filters with combined interference and clutter mitiga-
tion. Without the clutter mitigation, it is difficult to detect the targets in (a)
because of the sidelobes. With the clutter mitigation in (b), targets are clearly
visible.
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where a is the amplitude of the scattered signal. According to the Swer-

ling I model, a is a zero-mean complex normal random variable [12]. Due

to the unit gain constraint of the mismatched filter, the variance of a is

equal to the signal power σ2
s at the filter output. A condition identical to

(5.30) is thus

Cχ2
2

(
(wHRνw + ασ2

s)
−1ζ
)

= 1− pe

⇒
wHRνwC−1

χ2
2

(1− pf )

wHRνw + ασ2
s

= C−1
χ2
2

(1− pe)

resulting in

α
σ2
s

wHRνw
=

log pf
log pe

− 1, (5.31)

which shows the relationship between the sidelobe level α, the signal to

interference plus noise ratio (SINR) that is equal to σ2
s/(w

HRνw), the pro-

bability of false alarm pf and the probability of error in detection pe. The

desired values for the sidelobe level α and the output interference power

can be determined using this equation. However, as these parameters are

competing design goals, the filter optimization problem is not necessarily

feasible for all values of α and the output interference power. One has

to attempt to solve the optimization problem in order to see if a feasible

filter can be found.

5.2 Jamming Signal Design

Radars commonly need to operate in environments with hostile jamming.

In order to understand the potential of the jamming and to develop coun-

termeasures to it, designing worst-case jamming signal to effectively dis-

rupt the receiver filters is considered in this section. Optimizing the jam-

ming signal and designing the waveforms as a countermeasure to mitigate

the jamming was considered in [100] from a game-theoretic perspective.

In Publication II, the minimax criterion is used in designing the jamming

signal: given that the jammer does not know the filtering scheme the re-

ceiver is using, the jamming signal is designed to minimize the best signal

to jamming plus noise ratio that the receiver can achieve. The advantage

of this approach from the jammer’s point of view is that the maximum

capability of the receiver will minimized.

It is assumed that the jammer attempting to interfere with the opera-

tion of the receivers knows which waveforms the transmitters are using.

A jammer could transmit a copy of the used waveform to interfere with the
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operation of the receivers, but upon detection of the jamming at the recei-

ver, a waveform-agile transmitter could switch the used waveform. The

receiver would then only need to add additional constraints to the misma-

tched filter design to attenuate the previous waveform that the jammer is

still using. The same principle holds for any deterministic signal. For this

reason, the jammer should use a random signal in order to be effective

against countermeasures.

The optimal covariance matrix of the jamming signal is found by solving

a convex semidefinite program. It was shown in Publication II that if the

jamming signal optimization is done in the spectral domain, a waterfilling-

type solution [101] is obtained. Knowing the optimal jamming signal de-

sign will help the MIMO radar receivers to protect themselves from the

worst-case jamming scenarios.

5.2.1 Jamming Signal Covariance Matrix

The goal of the jammer is to minimize the SINR of the receivers, given by

SINRk,n =
σ2
s,k,n|wH

k sk(0)|2
wHRνw

, (5.32)

where σ2
s,k,n is the power of the kth transmitted signal at the nth recei-

ver. Since the exact design parameters α and β in (5.11b) and (5.11c) are

obviously unknown to the jammer, the minimum achievable interference

power, obtained with the MVDR filter, is chosen as the basis for the jam-

ming signal design. Substituting (5.7) into (5.32) yields

SINRk,n = σ2
s,k,ns

H
k (0)R−1

ν sk(0). (5.33)

The jamming signal is assumed to be quasi-stationary (stationary over

the observation period) process in the wide sense so the covariance matrix

has a Toeplitz structure. The optimal jamming covariance matrix design

problem is then finding a positive-semidefinite Toeplitz matrix Rj that

minimizes the maximum SINR

max
k,n

σ2
s,ks

H
k (0)(JnRj + Rν,n)−1sk(0),

where Rν,n is the noise covariance matrix at the receiver n, Jn is the

propagation loss from the jammer to the n receiver, and σ2
s,k = maxn σ

2
s,k,n.

The jamming covariance matrix design problem can be expressed in the

epigraph form as

min η (5.34a)

s.t σ2
s,ks

H
k (0)(JnRj + Rν,n)−1sk(0) ≤ η,∀k, n (5.34b)
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where η is now the maximum SINR over all k and n. In addition, Rj has to

be constrained to be a positive-semidefinite Toeplitz matrix with diagonal

elements equal to the power of the jammer σ2
j .

Using the Schur complement [82], the jamming signal design problem

can be rewritten as a complex-valued semidefinite program

min η (5.35a)

s.t


Jnσ

2
jRj + Rν,n σs,ksk(0)

σs,ks
H
k (0) η


 ∈ H+, ∀k, n (5.35b)

(Rj)ii = σ2
j (5.35c)

Rj ∈ T+ (5.35d)

where T+ is the set of positive-semidefinite Toeplitz matrices. Problem

(5.35) is a convex problem, so the global optimum can be found efficiently.

In practice, the jammer would not know Jn, σs,k, or Rν,n, but would

have to use estimates based on the knowledge of the radar system and its

setup. For example, if a target is using a jammer against a monostatic

radar, the signal to jamming ratio at the radar receiver would be know.

In the absence of better information, the jammer may have to assume

Jn = σs,k = 1 and white noise with a low power.

5.2.2 Circulant Covariance Matrix

The optimization problem (5.35) containsKN positive-semidefinite matri-

ces of size (L+1)× (L+1). This might lead to a computational complexity

that is too high for a practical implementation. One way to reduce the

computational complexity significantly is to assume that the covariance

matrices are circulant. If the dimension of the waveform vector is large,

the covariance matrix Rν is a large Toeplitz matrix that can be approx-

imated well with a circulant matrix. Furthermore, if the vector sk(0) is

zero-padded, it has the finite-term structure defined in [102]. In order

to prove the convergence of the result with a circulant Rj to the Toeplitz

case based on the results of [102], however, we would first need to solve

the SDP in (5.35) to obtain the Toeplitz Rj for the particular setup.

Assuming circulant covariance matrices and using the fact that any ci-

rculant matrix can be diagonalized using a discrete Fourier transform
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(DFT) matrix, the SINR at the receiver can be written as

SINRk,n = σ2
s,k,ns

H
k (0)(σ2

j,nRj + Rν,n)−1sk(0)

= σ2
s,k,ns

H
k (0)(σ2

j,nFΛFH + FΦnF
H)−1sk(0)

= σ2
s,k,n

L∑

i=1

|(̃sk)i|2
σ2
j,nλi + φn,i

,

(5.36)

where F is the L×L DFT matrix, Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues

λi of Rj , Φ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues φn,i of Rν,n, and s̃ is the

DFT of sk(0). The optimization is thus done in the spectral domain.

Using (5.36), the optimization of the jamming covariance matrix can be

written as

min η (5.37a)

s.t.
L∑

i=1

σ2
s,k,n|(̃sk)i|2
σ2
j,nλi + φn,i

≤ η ∀k, n (5.37b)

L∑

i=1

λi = σ2
j (5.37c)

λi ≥ 0, (5.37d)

where (5.37c) results from the main diagonal of Rj consisting of ones and

(5.37d) from the positive-semidefiniteness requirement. This problem can

be formulated as a second-order cone program, which is convex. The com-

putational complexity is considerably smaller than for the SDP problem

(5.35). Naturally, jamming is likely to be less efficient using the circulant

covariance matrix compared to the optimal Toeplitz matrix.

If the receiver characteristics are not known and cannot be estimated,

it might be more sensible to minimize the average SINR instead of the

maximum. This also leads to further simplification of the optimization

problem. Assuming circulant Rj , white noise with a variance σ2
ν , as well

as equal signal, jamming, and noise powers at all the receivers (or alter-

natively, only a single receiver), the average SINR can be written as

1

K

K∑

k=1

L∑

i=1

σ2
s,k|(̃sk)i|2
σ2
jλi + σ2

ν

=

L∑

i=1

d2
i

u2
i + η

, (5.38)

where u2
i = λi, η = σ2

ν/σ
2
j is the inverse of the jamming to noise ratio, and

di =
1

K

K∑

k=1

σ2
s,k

σ2
j

|(̃sk)i|2. (5.39)

It was shown in Publication II that the minimum of (5.38) subject to

the power constraint is obtained with a general waterfilling solution [101]
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with single water level,

λk = max
(
0, ι−1/2dk − η

)
, (5.40)

where ι is the waterlevel. The procedure for determining the waterlevel

was provided in Publication II.

It was seen in Publication II that as the number of waveforms targe-

ted with the jamming increases, the jamming performance approaches

that of white noise. Therefore, as a countermeasure against jamming,

the transmitters can frequently switch the waveform that they transmit.

This forces the jammer to attempt to disrupt multiple codes limiting the

effectiveness of jamming. Using such a countermeasure requires a large

set of suitable waveforms, however.

5.3 Discussion

Radars commonly need to operate in situations in which jamming and in-

terference are present. In the presence of a nonwhite interfering signal,

mismatched filters not taking the interference into account might unin-

tentionally amplify the interference. The proposed mismatched filter de-

sign can minimize the output interference power while constraining the

peak autocorrelation sidelobe and the peak cross-correlation to a maxi-

mum tolerable level for all Doppler frequencies. This produces much bet-

ter SINR gain than minimizing the PSL and PCC in scenarios with strong

narrow-band interference, while the increase in the peak sidelobe and

cross-correlation levels resulting from the additional constraint is small.

A very good trade-off can be achieved between the interference attenua-

tion and the minimum PSL and PCC levels.

The mismatched filter can be used to mitigate strong, isolated clutter.

However, this requires mismatched filters specific for each range–Doppler

bin which increases the computational complexity. Since the mismatched

filters can be optimized independent of each other, the increased compu-

tational complexity can be resolved through parallel computing.

MIMO radars with receivers placed apart from the transmitters are in-

herently resilient to jamming, as it is difficult to direct energy towards

the passive receivers. In order to study the sensitivity of a mismatched

filterbank receiver to jamming, the optimal jamming signal design was

also considered. Since a deterministic jamming signal can be effectively

attenuated at the receiver, the jammer should use a random signal. It
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was shown that the optimal covariance matrix can be found by convex

optimization.

It was seen that when multiple waveforms are used, targeting them

with jamming quickly reduces the effectiveness of the jamming. There-

fore, waveform-diversity and waveform-agility add another layer of resi-

lience against jamming to the MIMO radar. Hindering the operation of

MIMO radar would likely require spoofing-type attacks in which target-

like signals are created to mislead the radar instead of jamming.
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6. Conclusions

It is likely that future radar systems consist of multiple cooperating ra-

dars. In addition to spatial diversity, such radar systems can employ wa-

veform diversity as well as other forms of diversity for improved perfor-

mance. Moreover, the radar systems can exploit knowledge about the

state of the radio spectrum, the target properties and the propagation

channel of the radar signal in order to optimize the radar transmitter

parameters in addition to classical receiver optimization.

Several ways to utilize the added diversity of distributed and MIMO

radars for improving the perfomance of the radar system have been pro-

posed in this thesis. The presented research contains contributions in tar-

get detection, target parameter estimation, resource allocation, waveform

design, and receiver filter design.

6.1 Target Detection

It was shown in Chapter 3 that target detection can be improved using

the spatial diversity of a distributed radar system compared to a mono-

static or a bistatic radar. However, the analysis indicated that the purely

MIMO configuration with no beamforming capability has an advantage

only if the SNR is high. Therefore, SIMO or MISO type systems that com-

bine spatial diversity with beamforming are generally more useful. The

best performance could be achieved with a hybrid system with beamfor-

ming capabilities at each transmitter and receiver, but such system would

naturally have high hardware costs.

The useful SNR range of the full-diversity MIMO configuration can be

extended with the proposed beamforming method that exploits the know-

ledge of the propagation channel. This method requires that the channel

state information can be estimated and the fluctuations of the target RCS
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are slow. A precoding method for the transmitted waveforms was propo-

sed for improved estimation of the channel matrix. It was also demon-

strated that the minimum probability of detection can be increased over a

surveillance area by optimizing the power allocation for each transmitter.

A model for the correlation of the scattering amplitudes was developed

on realistic assumption that the closer the angle between the transmit-

ters or receiver, the higher the correlation. However, it is still possible

for the correlation to peak at some angles, which is not considered in the

model. Nevertheless, the scattering should generally be perfectly corre-

lated when the angle is zero and decreases when the angular separation

increases.

It was shown that if the scattering is correlated, taking the correlation

into account in the detector improves the probability of detection for a

Neyman–Pearson detector. The scattering covariance matrix estimated

using the parametric model results in higher probability of detection with

the same number of samples compared to the sample covariance matrix,

even in the presence of modeling error.

6.2 Target Parameter Estimation

Direction of arrival estimation is one of the key tasks in target locali-

zation and tracking. The results in direction of arrival estimation were

similar as in target detection in the sense that a high SNR is required

before the diversity gains can be exploited. If the fading of the target RCS

is slow, there can be a benefit of having the angular diversity, but it is

worth trading the beamforming capability to diversity only if the achieva-

ble beamforming gain is small. If the fading is fast, diversity can be also

achieved temporally by obtaining multiple samples.

The presented analysis looked only at overcoming fading in DOA esti-

mation. In case of a low-observable stealth target designed so that little

energy is scattered to some directions, it might be beneficial to have an-

gular diversity regardless of the type of fading.

One estimation task that distributed radar systems are well suited for

is the estimation of the target velocity. Due to the spatial diversity, the

target is illuminated and observed from several angles so that the true

three-dimensional velocity vector of the target can be estimated. As dis-

tributed radar systems require waveforms with sufficient orthogonality

for the originating transmitter of a received waveform to be determined,
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it is possible to use multiple pulse repetition frequencies thus overcoming

the range–Doppler ambiguity.

6.3 Waveform Design

Designing the codes for the transmit waveforms was investigated in Chap-

ter 4. The goal of the waveform design problem is to minimize the sidelo-

bes and cross-correlation in a set of waveforms. This is a difficult noncon-

vex optimization problem that can be formulated as a quartic minimax

problem on an oblique manifold.

An iterative quadratic relaxation (IQR) algorithm was proposed for op-

timizing the codes of a transmit waveform set. Waveforms with good cor-

relation properties can be acquired with this algorithm, and constraining

the peak-to-average ratio of power is also possible. The IQR algorithm

was seen to typically produce better waveforms than the other tested al-

gorithms. A drawback of the IQR algorithm is its high computational

complexity.

In the previous literature, waveforms have been assumed to be either

continuous-time or critically sampled signals. However, radar receivers

typically use discrete-time signal models and digital signal processing,

which means that the received signal is sampled. If the Doppler fre-

quency is significant, it was shown by both analytical and numerical re-

sults that sampling can possibly increase the peak sidelobe level of the

sampled signal even for simplest case of narrowband waveforms with rec-

tangular pulses. Therefore, it is important to take the sampling rate into

account already in the code design phase.

6.4 Receiver Filter Design

MIMO radars require waveforms with good orthogonality properties, but

waveforms are never orthogonal for all delays and Doppler shifts. Hence,

it is important to improve the correlation properties of the received wa-

veforms by using mismatched filters. In Chapter 5, a filter design method

that can constrain the peak sidelobe and the peak cross-correlation levels

of the waveforms at all the Doppler frequencies to a desired level while

minimizing interference power was proposed. Such properties are para-

mount for the filters as radars often operate in hostile environments with
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jamming but at the same time require waveforms with good correlation

properties.

The proposed mismatched filter design is formulated as a semidefinite

optimization problem that is solved with semidefinite relaxation. An al-

ternative, approximate design that is solved as a quadratically constrai-

ned optimization problem was also provided. The numerical examples

demonstrated that both of these methods can provide good filters for the

radar receivers. Furthermore, it was seen that if interference is not taken

into account as is done in the proposed filter design, the resulting misma-

tched might in fact amplify the interference. Clutter mitigation with the

proposed mismatched filter design was also demonstrated.

The optimization of the jamming signal aiming at disrupting the ope-

ration of the radar was studied for the purpose of investigating the anti-

jamming properties of distributed radars. The optimal covariance matrix

of the jamming signal can be found using convex optimization methods.

Jamming a distributed radar system is difficult as the receivers are dis-

tributed and their locations are not generally known. It was shown that

using multiple waveforms reduces the effectiveness of the jamming furt-

her. Therefore, waveform-diversity and waveform-agility increase the dis-

tributed radars systems’ resilience against jamming.

6.5 Future Work

The existing research on distributed and MIMO radars has shown what

are some of the benefits and drawbacks of these systems. Most of the pu-

blications are on static systems, and although the principles are the same,

radar systems with dynamic platforms can bring added complications to

the system design and operation. Furthermore, there is little public stu-

died on multistatic scattering, and research should be done one scattering

models for such scattering, in particular for the correlation of the scatte-

ring amplitudes.

The future radars will likely be agile in terms of frequency, polarization,

and waveform use. Using these resources optimally will require MIMO-

like techniques and situational awareness. There is a trend of developing

cognitive radars that can adapt and learn based on the environment, use

feedback from the receiver to the transmitter, and preserve information

content of the received radar signal [32].

There are also other applications in addition to surveillance and tracking
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radars that can benefit from diversity and MIMO techniques. For exam-

ple, autonomous vehicles use lidars and radars for sensing the surroun-

dings [103]. If more and more vehicles with such sensors are deployed

on the roads, techniques are needed to prevent the radar and lidar sys-

tems from interfering with each other. Furthermore, the vehicles could

cooperate to obtain improved measurements.

It is also possible to use microwave radiation for remotely measuring the

vital signs of human behind obstacles [104]. This would allow for remote

monitoring of patients [105] as well as search of survivors trapped under

collapsed buildings or other rubble [106]. Due to weak signals and difficult

propagation environment, these applications can benefit from distributed

radar configuration [107]. Radars can also be used to detect a person

falling down [108], which is useful for monitoring the elderly. In order

to detect the falls reliably and in any direction, multiple radars are often

needed.

To summarize, radars are becoming more commonplace in everyday ap-

plications. Distributed and MIMO radars can be used for improving the

performance in many of these applications.
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A. Matched Filter Output Covariance
Matrices

In this appendix, it will be shown that the covariance matrix of the mat-

ched filter output y is

Ry =
P

M
R−1

ν̃ RcR
−1
ν̃ + R−1

ν̃

for each MIMO radar configuration. In order to get this result, the corre-

lation matrix function of the transmitted waveforms is defined as

X(τ) =
∑

i

s(t)sH(t+ τ).

To begin with the SISO configuration, the received signal is

rSISO(t) =

√
P

M
bcaHs(t− τ) + ν(t)

and the matched filter output is

ySISO(t) =
∑

i

[aHs(ti−τ)]∗bHR−1
ν r(ti).

By the definition of the covariance matrix,

Ry,SISO

=
∑

i,j

[aHs(ti−τ)]∗bHR−1
ν E[r(ti)r

H(tj)]R
−1
ν b[aHs(tj−τ)]T

=
∑

i,j

[aHs(ti−τ)]∗bHR−1
ν

[ P
M
RcbaHs(ti−τ)s(tj−τ)HabH + δjiRν

]

×R−1
ν b[aHs(tj−τ)]

=
∑

i,j

P

M
[aHs(ti−τ)]∗RcbHR−1

ν baHs(ti−τ)s(tj−τ)HabHR−1
ν b

× [aHs(tj−τ)] +
∑

i,j

δjia
Hs(ti−τ)sH(ti−τ)abHR−1

ν b

=
P

M

∑

i,j

|aHs(ti−τ)s(tj−τ)Ha|2(bHR−1
ν b)2Rc + aHX(0)a bHR−1

ν b

=
P

M
aHX(0)a(bHR−1

ν b)Rc(b
HR−1

ν b)aHX(0)a + aHX(0)a bHR−1
ν b

=
P

M
Rν̃RcRν̃ + Rν̃ ,
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where the last term was identified as the covariance matrix of filtered

noise and interference, Rν̃ . For the SIMO configuration, the received sig-

nal and the filter output are given by

rSIMO(t) =

√
P

M
caHs(t− τ) + ν(t)

and

ySIMO(t) =
∑

i

[aHs(ti−τ)]∗R−1
ν r(ti),

respectively. Thus,

Ry,SIMO

=
∑

i,j

[aHs(ti−τ)]∗R−1
ν E[r(ti)r

H(tj)][a
Hs(tj−τ)]∗R−1

ν

=
∑

i,j

[aHs(ti−τ)]∗R−1
ν

P

M
E[caHs(ti−τ)sH(tj−τ)acH + δijRν ]

× [aHs(tj−τ)]R−1
ν

=
∑

i,j

P

M
[aHs(ti−τ)]∗[aHs(ti−τ)][sH(tj−τ)a][aHs(tj−τ)]R−1

ν RcR
−1
ν

+
∑

i,j

δij [a
Hs(ti−τ)]∗[aHs(tj−τ)]R−1

ν RνR−1
ν

=
P

M
aHX(0)aR−1

ν Rca
HX(0)aR−1

ν + aHX(0)aR−1
ν

=
P

M
Rν̃RcRν̃ + Rν̃ ,

The covariance matrix of the MISO configuration can be derived simi-

larly.

rMISO(t) =

√
P

M
bcT s(t− τ) + ν(t)

yMISO(t) =
∑

i

s∗(ti−τ)bHR−1
ν r(ti)
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Ry,MISO

=
∑

i,j

s∗(ti−τ)bHR−1
ν E[r(ti)r

H(tj)]R
−1
ν bsT (tj−τ)

=
∑

i,j

P

M
s∗(ti−τ)bHR−1

ν bE[cT s(ti−τ)sH(tj−τ)c∗]bHR−1
ν bsT (tj−τ)

+
∑

i,j

s∗(ti−τ)bHR−1
ν δijRνR−1

ν bsT (tj−τ)

=
∑

i,j

P

M
(bHR−1

ν b)2s∗(ti−τ)E[sH(tj−τ)c∗cT s(ti−τ)]sT (tj−τ)

+
∑

i

bHR−1
ν bs∗(ti−τ)sT (tj−τ)

=
∑

i,j

P

M
(bHR−1

ν b)2s∗(ti−τ)E[sT (ti−τ)ccHsH(tj−τ)]sT (tj−τ)

+ bHR−1
ν bX∗(0)

=
P

M
Rν̃RcRν̃ + Rν̃ ,

The MIMO case follows the same way.

rMIMO(t) =

√
P

M
Cs(t− τ) + ν(t)

yMIMO(t) =
∑

i

s∗(ti−τ)⊗R−1
ν r(ti)

Ry,MIMO

=
∑

i,j

s∗(ti−τ)sT (tj−τ)⊗R−1
ν E[r(ti)r

H(tj)]R
−1
ν

=
∑

i,j

s∗(ti−τ)sT (tj−τ)⊗R−1
ν E[

P

M
Cs(ti−τ)sH(tj−τ)CH + δijRν ]R−1

ν

=
P

M

∑

i,j

s∗(ti−τ)sT (tj−τ)⊗R−1
ν E[Cs(ti−τ)sH(tj−τ)CH ]R−1

ν

+
∑

i

s∗(ti−τ)sT (ti−τ)⊗R−1
ν

=
P

M
E

{∑

i,j

[s∗(ti−τ)⊗R−1
ν Cs(ti−τ)][sT (tj−τ)⊗ sH(tj−τ)CHR−1

ν ]

}

+ X∗(0)⊗R−1
ν

=
P

M
E

{[∑

i

s∗(ti−τ)⊗R−1
ν Cs(ti−τ)

]

×
[∑

j

sT (tj−τ)⊗ sH(tj−τ)CHR−1
ν

]}
+ X∗(0)⊗R−1

ν
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At this point, the next two identities are required.

vec[R−1
ν CX(0)] = [XT (0)⊗R−1

ν ]vec(C)

∑

i

s∗(ti−τ)⊗As(ti−τ) =
∑

i

s∗(ti−τ)⊗




∑
k a1ksk(ti−τ)

∑
k a2ksk(ti−τ)

...




=




∑
k,i a1ks

∗
1(ti−τ)sk(ti−τ)

∑
k,i a2ks

∗
1(ti−τ)sk(ti−τ)

...
∑

k,i a1ks
∗
2(ti−τ)sk(ti−τ)

∑
k,i a2ks

∗
2(ti−τ)sk(ti−τ)

...




= vec[AX(0)]

Therefore,

Ry,MIMO

=
P

M
E

{
[XT (0)⊗R−1

ν ]vec(C)vecH(C)[XT (0)⊗R−1
ν ]H

}
+ X∗(0)⊗R−1

ν

=
P

M
[X∗(0)⊗R−1

ν ]Rc[X∗(0)⊗R−1
ν ]H + X∗(0)⊗R−1

ν

=
P

M
[X∗(0)⊗R−1

ν ]Rc[X∗(0)⊗R−1
ν ]H + X∗(0)⊗R−1

ν

=
P

M
Rν̃RcRν̃ + Rν̃ ,
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B. PAR Function Monotonicity

The PAR of z̃i(η) is a monotonically decreasing function on η ∈ [0, 1]. This

can be proven as follows. Let |(zi)k| = aik, so that |(z̃i(η))k|2 = a2−2η
ik . Also,

let m = maxk aik. Because aη is an increasing function for a ≥ 0 when

η ≥ 0, maxk|z̃i(η))k|2 = maxk a
2−2η
ik = m2−2η. Thus,

PAR
(
z̃i(η)

)
=

maxk|(z̃i(η))k|2
1
Ns

∑
k|(z̃i(η))k|2

=
Nsm

2−2η

∑
k a

2−2η
ik

The partial derivative of the PAR with respect to η is

∂PAR
(
z̃i(η)

)

∂η
=
Ns(−2 logm)m2−2η

∑
k a

2−2η
ik

− Nsm
2−2η

(∑
k a

2−2η
ik

)2

[∑

k

(−2 log aik)a
2−2η
ik

]

=
−2Nsm

2−2η

∑
k a

2−2η
ik

[
(logm)− 1(∑

k a
2−2η
ik

)
(∑

k

a2−2η
ik log aik

)]
.

Since

(∑

k

a2η
ik logm

)
≥
(∑

k

a2η
ik log aik

)
,

one has

∂PAR
(
z̃i(η)

)

∂η
≤ 0.
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Errata

Publication I

The exponent of α is missing in (52). The corrected equation is

Prob(|α1/2a+ wHν|2 ≥ ζ) = pe.

The condition after (24) should be M ≥ 2L− 1.

Publication III

Just before equation (11), the reference should be to equation (10).

Publication VII

Equation (8) should be

y = FP1/2 + w̃,

as the filter gain G is included in the matrix P.

Publication VIII

Equation (11) should be

L(W, λ) = tr
(
W−HAW−1

)
+ λ
[
tr
(
WHW

)
−M

]
.

Publication X

Fig.1 assumes no transmit beamforming gain for the SISO system. It is

assumed that his gain is lost due to sequential scanning of the search
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Errata

space.

Publication XVI

Equations (19) and (10) are for Case 2. Equations (33) and (34) are for

Case 1, (35) and (36) for Case 3.
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